
Although I consider the discovery of Vaccination to be of

the very greatest importance, yet I cannot imagine any cir .

cumstances whatever that would induce me to follow up the
most favourable report of its infallibility with anymeasure for

its compulsory infliction .-- The Right Hon . GEORGE CANNING

in 1808,

I regard compulsory and penal provisions, such as those of

the Vaccination Act, with mistrust and misgiving, and were I

engaged on an inquiry , I shouid require very clear proof of
their necessity before giving them my approval. - The Right

Hon . W . E . GLADSTONE, M . P .
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Daylight, March 22.

" In short, Mr. Tebb places vaccination at the

bar of public opinion from every conceivable point

of view . In the light of the most recent statistics

and by a comparison of medical authorities,

vaccination is shown to be a great delusion , and

compulsory vaccination an inexcusable andabomin

able tyranny . We heartily thank Mr. Tebb, that

indefatigable and able worker, for this his latest
effort.

The Dumfries Advertiser, March 19.

" Mr. Tebb shows with great fulness and con-
le force what the anti-vaccinators are able

to say in opposition to the rite which is usually

looked upon as the ameliorator of small-pox .

When the subject again comes before Parliament

we trust Sir Lyon Playfair or some other member

will take Mr. Tebb's statistics to pieces, for if they

remain undemolished they will be certain to give a

stimulus to the movement against compulsory
vaccination ."

Brighton Gua dian , Feb . 13.

" Mr. Williara Tebb has been such a persistent

and unwavering opponent of the vaccination laws

that it is only needfal to make mention of the fact

that he has compressed his ideas and opinions into

book furm , for his sympathisers, at least, to have

their warmest interest enlisted on his behalf. Mr.

Tebb has certainly framed a powerful indictment

against the existing compulsory law , the result of

au acquaintance with the subject stated to have

been commenced by his having to undergo thirten

prosecutions in respect of one child ! ”

MR. HENRY RICHARD, M . P .

“ I am obliged for the copy you have sent me of

your able pamphlet which I have read with attention

and great interest."

Mirs. JOSEPHINE BOTLER.

“ Your pamphlet is a most interesting aurl'

valuable record of facts which onght to enlighten
the minds of every sincere reader. I am in

thorough sympathy with the movement against
compulsory vaccination and hopethat the effects of

the League may soon lead to the abolition of this

cruel compulsory law ."

MR. ALFRED RUSSEL WALLACE.

Compulsory Vaccination in Eugland ' is an

admirable little book. The sections on Vaccination

in the Army and Navy are themselves absolutely

conclusive as to the uselessness of vaccination , and

its hurtfulness, if the facts therein stated are

correct."

Dr. J. MACKENZIE, Inverness, Senior Fellow of the

Royal College of Physicians, Edinburgh .
" I consider Mr. Tebb' s pamphlet, Compulsory

Vaccination in England ' quite unanswerable ."
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To make Vaccination compulsory, as in some despotic

countries, would be so opposite to the mental habits of the
British people, and the freedom of opinion wherein thes

rightly glory, that I nerer could be a party to such compul-

sion . - SIR ROBERT PEEL, in 1840 .

Every one who knows anything of public health questions,
and the practical unity of epidemies and their determining
canses , will agree that exemption from all alike must be

sought, not by any one thing, such as Vaccination , but by re
moving the causes of epidemic-susceptibility generally.

FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE .
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Sir Lyon Playfair Taken to Pieces and Disposed of:

Likewise Sir Charles Dilke :
BEING A DISSECTION OF THEIR SPEECHES IN THE HOUSE OF COMMONS ON JUNE 19,

1883, in DEFENCE OF COMPULSORY VACCINATION .

By WILLIAM WHITE .

The Truthseeker, February
ness which must go far to shake the fondation of

" A remarkably well-written book by a practised vaccination itself ; whilst, in our view , it effectually

hand. The subject is an unlovely one, and the
disposes of the plea for compulsory vaccination ."
disposes

proverbial both sides ' have much to say ; but this The Eastern Daily Press, Norwich, Feb. 8 .
book ought to interest, amuse, and inform both " Anti-Vaccinationists will gloat over these pages.
sides. It everywhere tells of patient thought, It is said that anything can be done with figures .

industrious research , and a keen mind." We certainly at the time thought Sir Lyon Play

The Newcastle Weekly Chornicle, Feb . 9.
fair showed they were in favour of vaccination .

On reading Mr. White 's book we are just as keenly

“ Mr. White has done what has never been done impressed with an opposite view . We commend

before, — that is he has taken to pieces Sir Lyon the work to our readers."
Playfair' s speech , analysed his arguments, and

exposed much of what is untrustworthy. The book
The Yorkshire Gazette, Feb . 2 .

ought to be in the hands of all who desire to under " This is one of those mischievous publications

stand the question of vaccination ."
put forward bythe anti-vaccination craze promoters,

a most illogical and weak -minded set of people ,

The Northamptonshire Guardian , Feb. 2 . most of whom know less than nothing of the facts

" The official vindication of vaccination was con of which they glibly prate. It is consolatory to

tained in Sir Lyon Playfair's speech backed up by know that with all their faults,and they are legion ,

Sir Charles Dilke, and Mr. White has taken the the Radicals are not likely to deliver us over to

various points of both speeches, item by item , and gratify the ambition and conceit of Mr. William

has replied to them with a clearness and effective. White."

Speeches of Mr. P . A . Taylor and Mr. C . H . Hopwood on Vaccination in the

House of Commons, on Tuesday, June 19 , 1883.
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Hewho knows only his own side of the case , knows little of that . - J . STUART MILL.

Prejudice, which sees what it pleases, cannot see what is plain . - AUBREY DE VERE .
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NOTES OF THE MONTH . Wespoke last month of the use of the Vac

CINATION INQUIRER as a tract for distribution as

THE Annual Meeting of the London Society a means of information and conversion - a use we

for the Abolition of Compulsory Vaccination will desire to see greatly extended . With this use in

be held on Tuesday erening ,May 13 , at half- past view , we shall endeavour to provi le each month

seren, in the Town Hall, Shoreditch, adjacent to an essay or lecture, in which some phase of the

the Shoreditch Station of the North London vaccination question will be dealt with in a popu

Railway. As usual, we earnestly request our lar and introductory fashion. Our constant

friends to exert themselves to secure a large readers may find in such articles more or less

attendance. There will be much good speaking , with which they are familiar, but they will bear

well worth hearing . with the repetition for the sake of others. In the

present number we give a lecture, in the manner

AFFAIRS at Leicester bare shaped themselves described , by Dr. Crow of Ripon - a fresh and

satisfactorily . Mr. Richard Chamberlain has
| vigorous presentation of the case against com

been withdrawn by his friends, and the course is pulsion, and well worthy of a wider audience than

clear for Mr. J. Allanson Picton as the Liberal
thatto which it was addressed. We commend it

candidate. Any other conclusion would have specially to the attention ofMr.Goschen,as M . P .

led to distraction ; for it is needless to say that a
for Ripon. Ile ought to cometo a reckoning with

compulsory vaccinator, whatever his other pro
bis energetic constituent, and cease from erading

fessions, could never bring the strength of the
responsibility as a legislator, surrendering bis

Liberal party to the poll. The newspapers
sagacious understanding to medical dictation .

recently alarmed our friends with reports of Mr.

P . A . Taylor's serious illness, which they were | Dr. W . J . Collinshas published a paper read

thankful to find were without foundation . Such by him , as president of the Abernetbian Society .

news (as we have before bad occasion to observe)e bad occasion to observe) on “ Specificity and Evolution in Disease.” Mr.
appears to be created by vendors of gossip in Herbert Spencer, in accepting the dedication of

order to make more news for contradiction the essay, observes : - “ What I see of its drift

often to the extreme pain and annoyance of the convinces me that its conception is thoroughly
persons concerned . philosophical, and promises to open the way to a

considerable reform in pathology." Dr. Collins
CHARACTERISTIC it was on the part of Mr.

has brought the doctrine of evolution to bear on
Tebb to turn to account his visit to Algiers in

the genesis of disease , showing that the theory of
verifying the syphilitic invaccination of the 58

specificity involves the conception :
recruits at the Hospital of the Dey on Dec. 30 ,

" That in the beginning God created the germs
1880. If he obtained little that was new , he

of specific diseases, ' each after his kind ,' and that
proved afresh with what obstinacy any facts ad

each has propagated itself in strict genealogy

verse to vaccination are concealed by those whose from that time to this ; and if we are to follow

reputation and profit are identified with the prac Dr. W . B . Carpenter, we must also believe that

tice. This case , bowever, has been sadly mis
there were at the same time created specific sus

ceptibilities to each and every one of these said
managed on the part of the vaccinators. Either

diseases in our earliest progenitors, and ample pro

all should have been told , or nothing told . As vision made for the perennial perpetuation of the

it is, all is known, and a vast amount of discredit same.”

has been incurred in trying to outlie what was With an abundance of illustration , Dr. Collins

manifest beyond contention . It was hard , too, demonstrates the impossibility of drawing hard

thatMr. Dodson should be inrolved in a trans and fast lines between disease and disease, and

action so odious and futile . exposes the desperate logic of'those who maintain
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thateach outbreak of disease derives its being from discoveries of M . Pasteur and others about to

pre-existent disease : raise methodsakin to vaccination to the dignity of

a general principle of treatment ? Sball we have
" The usual replies given to those who believe

the doctors wanting to inoculate our children for
in denovo origin of disease are mainly two, and

measles or scarlatina, as they now vaccinate them
they are neither complimentary. The first dis

for small-pox ? If so, one or two things will
putes the diagnosis ; the second insinuates in

happen : either medical science will sweep Mr.
sufficient investigation . The one says you call

Peter Taylor and Mr. William Tebb into infinito
things alike which are not alike, but which

space , or the prospect of perpetual inoculation
only appear alike to you ; the other says the

will be too much for general patience and belief,
history of contagion could , in every case, be

and medical science will have bard work to
found if you only knew where to look for it.

defend its old citadel of vaccination . But with
The replies are plausible enough , but eminently

out going the length of inoculation for cholera,
unsatisfactory, for they leave the matter in bliss

which, in England at least, would not be neces
ful ignorance, and simply give it up. The in sary, it is plain tbat much may now be done to

superable objection has been often repeated
prevent it , even in India , by careful inspection of

How do you account for your first specimens?
and control orer possible sources of infection .

Either you must believe the special creation
| To drain a suspected tank or to cleanse a polluted

theory , or you must admit that once upon a
wellmay sare hundreds of lives. This pestilence

time diseases did develop de novo ; and if the latter
walking atnoon -day ' will lose balf its terror when

admission is made, the burden lies with you to
it ceases to be invisible . To know whence it

show cause why what occurred in times past comes, and when it is coming is already to have

should not happen again and again ." defeated it."

It is not necessary that we should commend
Indeed ! For years past nothing in pathology

Dr. Collins to our readers. His application of
has been more clearly recognised than the origin

Darwinism to disease is characterised by all the
of cholera in foul water; but to get that know

acuteness and vigour he has displayed in his
ledge utilised as terror and precaution has been

treatment of the vaccination question ; and his difficult. If the cholera-bacillus can be con
essay abounds in observations that have an

rerted into a bogey more terrible than cholera
obvious bearing on the phenomena of small-pox. I

itself to compel sanitation , its discovery will not

be useless .

The treatment by the press of the reported

discovery of the cholera -bacillus by the German

Cholera Commission proves how shallow is the
The discussion between Mr.Holyoake and Mr.

physiological knowledge of the public. The Milnes assists in giving a clear answer to those

cholera -bacillus is discovered ! Cholera is con
who challenge our policy at elections. Mr. Holy

quered ! - such is apparently the logic. No oake charged certain Brighton electors with

physiologist, we imagine, ever doubted that voting for Mr. Marriott out of spite, because Mr.

cholera might be associated with some form of Romer did not go so far as they wished in the

life that might be detected by the microscope ; repudiation of vaccination. It is needless to say

but if detected, what then ? Would it be any thatMr.Milnes does not assume the vindication

safer than ever to drink water polluted with of such elector3 - if such electors there were. To

excreta ? The inference we gather from much | vote forMr.Marriott,who would concede nothing ,

muddle -headed enthusiasm is, that the cholera because Mr. Romer did not see his way to con

bacillus is to be “ attenuated ” and inoculated , : cede all, was worse than imbecile. Much dis

after which it will be possible to drink foul water
cretion is allowable in constituencies where vacci

with impunity . In short, the undertaking of this nation has not been raised to a practical question ,

new variety of science is to render sanitation
and where, perhaps, the candidate barely knows

superfluous. After undergoing the requisite
that raccination is compulsory and enforced with

series of inoculations, the human animal will be erratic injustice. It is otherwise in constituencies

promised health in whaterer conditions of filth where the question bas been distinctly presented .

and miasma he may choose to abide. If the
There an electoris bound to ask a candidatewhether

thing were possible, it would be a dismal sort of
he would fine or imprison a parent who refuses to

revelation , but it is needless to say it is a phantasy have his child vaccinated , and whether, if returned

from Tophet. As an illustration of the mised
to Parliament, he will exert himself and vote

sort of writing to which the craze has given birth , ! for the repeal of compulsion . If heanswers that

we take the following from the Liverpool Daily he approves of the prosecution of parents , thenhe approves of the pro

Post of March 31 : we hold that, whatever his other professions, the

" This discovery of the German Commission elector is nct only justified in withholding his
places an important weapon against a deadly / rote, but that he would be grossly at fault if he

disease in the hands of medical science . Are the did otherwise . It is not for anti-vaccinists to take
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advice from those who do not share their con - doctor know ? It would be as fair for an anti

victions, or extend to them a vapid approval. vaccinist to say, “ You would never have had

Members of the Society of Friends were often small-pox had you not been vaccinated ; your

assured of their personal amiability by those who vaccination predisposed you to the disease .”

thought they made much of little when they When the methods and discipline of science nro

refused to swear and pay church rates ; but they better recognised , much less indulgence will be

rightly insisted that it was for them to govern shown to talk like this withoutwarrant save that

their conduct by their own consciences,and not by of fancy.

the judgment even of those whowere good enough

to pay them compliments. Very certain it is that ANTI-VACCINISTS are frequently charged with

the run of politicians who enter Parliament will conducting their controversy with excessive

pay no attention to anti-vaccinists until they
vehemence,butit cannot be said that they compare

plainly see they are in earnest, and that their unfavourably with their adversaries. For our

convictions represent votes. Mr. Holyoake would selves we do notobject to strong language if only

reinforce Mr. Milnes if he were of the same it be true and well applied. There is a use for

mind concerning vaccination. Being indifferent, strong language as well as for mild , as there is

he would persuade us to his own indifference. for hot water and for cold ; wisdom consists in

It is easy to be indulgent to adversaries where their appropriate application. For those who

we neither suffer ourselves nor greatly care for love mildness, which is by no means incompatible

those who do. with force, Mr. Alexander Wheeler bas a

pamphlet in the press in which he deals with the

" VACCINATION does not prevent small-pox,
common assertion of the terrible and destructive

character of small-pox in former times, showing
but modifies its virulence.” Thus we read in Dr. |

conclusively that the disease at this day is the
Husband's “ Students' Handbook of Forensic

same disense as of yore ; also with the equally
Medicine.” The words are these :

common assertion that small-pox bas decreased
“ This (vaccination ) was once put forth as a and its mortality abated , ard that its decrease

perfect prophylactic to small-pox , but the repeated
and diminished fatality are due to vaccination .

occurrence of epidemics of tbat disease has some

wbat sbaken the faith once reposed in it. . . . .
These assertions are brought by Mr. Wheeler to

The proper view to take of vaccination appears to the test ofmedical evidence and statistics with a

be this - that it does not prevent small-pox , but patience and lucidity which recall the demonstra

modifies its virulence.” P . 559. tions of Rektor Siljeström . Whilst the essay is

Here we have, as has been often pointed out, so plain and perspicuous that it may be followed

an unverifiable assertion . If small-pox possessed with interest by anyone, it is especially designed

a definite virulence , and that virulence was a bated for those who are likely to be repelled by

by a certain number of degrees in the vaccinated , anger or sarcasm , and prefer to consider the

then Dr. Husband's teaching might pass for question of vaccination without heat or passion

sound . But, as is well known, the vaccinated heat and passion that would be less excusable if

contract small-pox of every variety of virulence, dissent from state - vaccination were not punish

and die of small-pox like the unvaccinated . Some- able with fine or imprisonment.

times we hear of “ small-pox modified by vacci

nation " ; but small- pox modified by vaccination It is gratifying to find protestants against vac

is so indistinguishable from small-pox unmodi | cination and revaccination multiplying on Boards

fied, that which is which is never ascertained ofGuardians. It is plain our heresy is spreading .

until the fact of vaccination is determined. Then The other day the Metropolitan Asylums Board

we have to remember that, as Dr. Husband sent a letter to the Lambeth Guardians urging a

allows, “ vaccination was once put forth as a per house- to -house visitation to promote revaccination,

fect prophylactic to small-pox," and far more as there was an outbreak of small-pox in the east

confidently than the reduced assertion “ that it of London ; whereon Mr. Sells said he utterly

modifies its virulence." The major claim was disagreed with the advice. Such a visitation

surrendered most reluctantly under pressure of would create a scare , working nothing but mis

overwhelming evidence ; the minor claim is main chief. Mr. Andrew , as representative of the

tained, not because its truth is manifest, but be Asylums Board , owned that he was not a very

cause its untruth in any instance is not subject to firm believer in vaccination, but thought it did

detection, being an unverifiable assertion. A somegood, and that if the vaccinated could only

doctor says to & patient, “ You would have died be persuaded to be revaccinated, it mightprevent

had you not been vaccinated " ; but how does the the spread of small-pox. Mr. Mann considered
*
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that to make revaccination compulsory would be to surpass in absurdity the following in the

deplorable, besides creating a panic. Moreover, number for April 5 :

it was an open question whether vaccination was “ The anti-vaccination fanatics should study the

a preventive of small-pox. Mr. Lile thought they scene just now presented at Madras. The city

has been visited by an epidemic of small-pox ,
had no more right to intrude upon the poor in

falling chiefly upon unvaccinated children, and

their houses than upon the rich in theirs. Miss the death -rate for a whole year has risen to 85

Lord bit out straight, saying : per 1,000 , four times the English rate. This is

The best vaccinated are just as liable to exclusive of the large percentage of persons de

small-pox as the least vaccinated . Vaccination
formed , weakened , or made blind for life , the

is a plan for the reduction of the best constitu
latter infliction being a frequent consequence of

tions to the level of the worst. The occupation
Indian small-pox. The natives submit quietly ,

of the Asylums Board depends on scares which
I holding that the goddess of the disease is angry ;

they are always getting up. The real cause of
but they do not like to see their children die, and

the local Council has been able to pass an Actsmall-pox is overcrowding and pasty babits.”
making vaccination compulsory .. The disease will ,

From this bold deliverance the Rev. C . E . therefore, be queiled , probably for ever , as in

Brooke expressed his emphatic dissent, saying : India the families which have submitted to vacci

" It is most undesirable that the poorer classes
nation do not recur to the ancient system . If

should be led to believe that vaccination is harm
they survive, that is proof that the goddess of

ful. We all know that small-pox is caused by
small-pox , who is quite separate , and has rites of

her own, is either pacified or defeated , and they
over-crowding and nasty habits, but that is no

| adhere to the new protection , which , coming from
argument against vaccination being its pre - 1A

the cow , is not without a divine claim of its own."
ventive ."

It is not easy to see why “ anti-vaccination
Mr. Brooke is not up to the mark of vaccine fanatics," more than vaccination fanatics, should

orthodoxy. He ought to know that habits, nice be called to study Madras small-pox. “ Anti
or nasty, neither hinder nor promote small-pox . / vaccination fanatics " do not hold that small-pox

Nothing will save you from small-pox if you are is hindered by the absence of vaccination , but that

not vaccinated, and if you are vaccinated and re
it is not prevented by its practice. Their trust is

vaccinated , you may live as you like, and small- in sanitation & trust that never is betrayed .

pox will never catch you. To allow that sanita Compulsory vaccination is enacted in Madras ,
tion has any influence on small-pox, is to depart whereon, observes this marvellous writer , “ the

from the true faith as certainly as Miss Lord
disease will be quelled , probably for ever " - as if

herself, and without the grace of consistency. vaccination, however diligently practised , had

anywherequelled small-pox ! Again , vaccination
MR. H . D . DUDGEON has an article , “ Com is commended to the Hindoos " as not without a

pulsory Vaccination,” in the April number of the divine claim ” because " coming from the cow "

Westminster Review , wbich is as full of curious
the very reason animal vaccination is rejected in

information as of sound science and good sense . the greater part of India, and the chief obstacle

It is an article that will remove prejudice from the first to its acceptance in any form !

wherever read. To obtain an audience among

the unconverted is always a triumph , and in this DR. GRANVILLE bas been writing to the Times

respect we have latterly been fortunate , seeing on the influence of the mind on the body, the

wehave had an essay by Mr. G . S .Gibbs in the invigoration communicated by hope, and the

Journal of Science, and a series of articles in the
power of faith to repel and overcome disease : and

Debater by Mr. A . Milnes. As the door opens,
no doubt there is much truth in this cheerful

wemust try to keep it open . Other editors may philosophy. As concerns vaccination we are

be induced by the examples thus set to concede ready to allow that confidence in its prophylaxy

to us the hospitality of their pages in order that may have often served to prevent that alarm and
we may plead the cause of the belpless and depression wbich in times of epidemic small-pox
oppressed , and vindicate the truths of sanitary predispose to the disease : operating in fact like a

science .
charm or amulet. On the other hand we have to

recognise that many who have trusted in the
READERS of the Spectator are continually vaccine rite have had their trust betrayed . It

entertained with curious scientific misinterpreta - serves, let us say, as far as the confidence and

tions and predictions evidently proceeding from courage it confers can save, butno further .

one or more literary contributors with a mere

wondering acquaintance with the realities and
ST. ALBANS. - In the Local House of Commons a

principles of science . Among the queer de Bill for the repeal of Compulsory Vaccination was

liverances thus originating , it would be difficult carried by a majority of four.
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COMPULSORY VACCINATION . bodily organs and functions. To me it has been a

life- long wonder how vaguely, ignorantly, and
TA paper read before the Liberal Association of rashly drugs are often prescribed. We try this,

the City of Ripon, on Monday, March 31, 1884 , by and, not succeeding, try that, and baffled again ,we

EDWIN J. Crow ,Mus. Doc., Mr. Alderman Baynes, try something else ; and it is fortunate if we do
President of the Association, in the chair. ] no harm in these our tryings. Now , this random

AMONG the many questions which claim the
and haphazard practice is both dangerous in itself,

careful attention of politicians of all classes, not
and discreditable to medicine as a science. Our

profession is continually floating on a sea of doubts
one is of greater consequence than Compulsory

about questions of the gravest importance."
Vaccination , on wbich I am permitted to address

you this evening . It concerns the health and, Among examples, he gives the treatment of

possibly, the lives of our children ; and its effects
inflammation ; which one section maintained

may even be hereditary. It affects the natural | should be treated by bleeding and starving, while

right of parents to be the guardians of their own
another said that to deprive a patient of an ounce

children , and compels us to do that which both of his blood was to reduce his strength and lessen

reason and conscience forbid , which we believe his chance of recovery, and treated him with

to be both sinful and mischievous, or else by open stimulants, considering brandy the proper thing

resistance to an unjust law , to bring on ourselves to prescribe. Sir Thomas then goes on to say :

the treatment of felons. “ This uncertainty, this ungeemly variation and

instability , is a standing reproach to the calling
We are frequently told that vaccination is a we profess. Of Therapeutics, as a trustworthy

medical question , but that appears to me a very science, it is certain we have as yet only the

serious mistake. expectation .”

It is the work of a physician to heal the sick, On no subject is theremore difference of opinion
and his professional education is simply in physic

in the medical profession than on vaccination .
and disease . The art of preserving health is not One section believes in vaccinating from arm to
taught in the medical schools. Wedo not expect

arm . A second considers that in transmitting
a medical man to keep us in good health , nor pay

vaccine from arm to arm , it gradually loses the
him to do so. The sick alone call for his help .

| power of protection , and therefore recommends

But vaccination has nothing whatever to do vaccination from calves. A third section declares

with healing the sick , and is therefore not a calf virus too strong and violent for general use.
medical question at all.

Again , one section declares that by arm to arm
But even if it were, the history of the medicalthe bistory of the medical vaccination various human diseases may be trans

profession does not justify us in accepting their mitted , and for that reason recommends the calf .

decisions without careful examination , while to Another section retorts that if we go to the calf
allow them to thrust their remedies upon us,upon us, we shall get cattle diseases.
without our own consent, is altogether out of One section holds that protection from smail-pox
the question . They have made so many horrible is in proportion to the number and clearness of the

mistakes in the past, thatwe are justified in think marks left by the operation ; while another holds
ing they may be wrong now . that there is no protection whatever so long as
Wemust not forget that the Royal College of

re-vaccination is possible ; and that vaccination
Physicians declared inoculation with small-pox to

be
must be repeated till it refuses to “ take," and

highly beneficial to mankind,” yet it turned declares the true test of protection to be, that the

out such a disastrous blunder, that at last operation leaves no mark at all. Medical men

Parliament was compelled to forbid it, and make differ also as to the length of time during which
it penal.

protection lasts.
In how many other matters has the present There is still another class of doctors wbich

generation of medical men reversed the decisions asserts the whole thing to be a delusion, void of
of its predecessors ? What has now become of

scientific foundation, and giving no protection
bleeding, salivating, excluding fresh air , etc . The

whatever against small-pox , but having powers
want of agreement, in matters of the first im

of disease production and disease communication
portance, among doctors, is so notorious that it

which are simply appalling . How serious a mis
has passed into a common proverb - “ When

take, then, it would be for us to surrender our
doctors differ, who shall decide ? " right of private judgment in this matter into the

The Times newspaper is not accustomed to be hands of a body of men who know so little of even

hard on doctors ; yet in an article which appeared the first principles of their own art, and whose

on Oct. 14 , 1865 , even it asked : opinions on this particular question differ so
“ On what single generalprinciple is the medical astonishingly.

profession really agreed ? What point can be In justice to the medical profession , let me
considered so clearly established , after the labour, say, that notwithstanding his mistakes, I regard

researches, and writings of 2 ,000 years , that the man who goes about, perhaps at the risk of
nothing can be urged to the contrary ? ” his life, doing bis best to cure disease and alle

Even more remarkable is the testimony (as to viate suffering, as a public benefactor, worthy

the condition of medicine as a science) given by of our esteem and even admiration . But our

the eminent Sir ThomasWatson, Physician to the very safety demands that be should not be

Queen , in his address to the Clinical Society of allowed to invert his proper sphere, and go

London , as reported in the Lancet of Jan 18 , about with a mad scheme for diseasing the

1868. He said : healthy . The man who is guilty of such amazing

“ Wewant to learn distinctly what is the action folly is dangerous to society, and must be met

of drugs, and other ontward influences, upon the with the most determined opposition .
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Compulsion in vaccination (even if it could be Parliament to interfere in medicalmatters at all.

justified ) is , in the very nature of the case ,abso- We have a right to the best medical advice we

lutely unnecessary. The claim made on behalfof can get, and Parliament has no right to preventus

vaccination is that it protects against small- pox. I either from acting on thatadvice, or declining to do

If it does so , then those who desire it can obtain so if we think fit. If mymedical man says to me,

protection, and therefore run no risk of being “ Your child is well, let it alone ; forno one can say
infected by those who decline to be vaccinated . wbat will result if you are so foolish as to insert

If it does not protect, then compulsion is utterly a disease-product into its blood , and I advise you

absurd - an insult to the common sense of the to do nothing of the kind ” — any interference by

nation , Parliament with a view to prevent my acting on

The State is not justified in compelling vaccina that advice is unwarrantable and tyrannical. As

tion on the pretence that small-pox is a public an example of physicians who do give exactly

danger ; because it is not true that the deaths that ad vice, take Dr. Thomas Brett, of London .

from small-pox are a simple addition to the gene- He said in a speech delivered April 17 , 1883:
ral death -rate . The so-called zymotic diseases

“ After fifty years' experience I arrived at the
vary in different seasons, and in different places

conclusion that vaccination is not only useless as
during the same season , both in kind and in

a preventive, but dangerous. I decline the risk

tensity. If we have much small-pox , we have of vaccination , and would not vaccinate my
lees of some other disease . It is simply one

bitterest enemy."
disease substituted for another, according to the

state of the climate and the varied nature of By what right does Parliament presume to

insanitary conditions. override the deliberately -expressed confiction of

The Registrar-General's Reports show us that, 80 experienced a physician ?

as a rule, the years of small-pox epidemics are I claim that medical men of all shades of

below the average death -rate. opinion , having proved their competence by pass

For the years 1841 to 1880 , the average death - | ing proper examination, should have the utmost

rate for London was 23.95 per thousand. The freedom to do wbat they consider best in the in

worst small-pox years were 1863, 1871,and 1877. | terest, and with the consent, of their patients ;

In those three years tbere were 12,459 small-pox | and, on the other hand , that the general public

: yet their average general death -rate was should be at liberty to choose and employ those

only 23.66 , instead of 23 95 . The years of highest particular physicians whose views agree with their

general mortality are not years of small-pox own.

epidemics. In 1849, the mortality was over 30 Members of Parliament seek to evade their

per thousand , but there were only 521 small-pox responsibility in this vaccination legislation by

deaths. In 1854 , with a mortality of 29.4 per saying , “ Oh, we don 't understand this question ,

thousand, there were only 694 small-pox deaths. and we therefore act on the opinion of the

Compare these years with 1871. In tbat year / medical advisers of the Government." But Par

(notwithstanding eighteen years of compul liament has no right to transfer the responsi

sory vaccination ) there was the worst small-pox bility of its actions to any man, or body ofmed .

epidemic of the century . In London alone there | Each member is responsible to his constituents

were 7 ,912 deaths from it, yet the general mor for every vote that he gives. Any subjectwhich

tality was only 24:6 per thousand. Clearly , well-educated men, like members of Parliament,

therefore , small-pox epidemics do not increase the are unable to understand, and form an indepen

general death -rate , or justify Parliament in re dent opinion upon , is beyond the proper province

garding them as a great public danger, requiring of Parliamentary legislation . It is a political
to be provided against by special legislation. crime to seek to avoid personal responsibility,and

Even in the interest of the public health , com an utterly unwarrantable and unconstitutional
pulsory vaccination is a fatalmistake. It bars the proceeding to transfer that responsibility to any
way against progress in medicine,and leads the pro body of men over whom we, as electors, have no
fession to put their faith in this “ charm ," instead | control. Such a course is destructive to repre
of seeking really efficient ways of exterminating - sentative government, and every member of Par
the disease. Eighty years of vaccination show liament who is guilty of it, should be required to

no progress in the cure of small-pox by orthodox resign his seat, or be expelled from it, at the
practitioners. The proportion of deaths to cases first opportunity . If tbis principle of transfer
is still from 18 to 20 per cent., as it was in the ence of responsibility be tolerated in regard to
last century. Other branches of the profession vaccination , what is to prevent Parliament from
give very different results. Homoeopathists claim acting in a similar way in other matters - in reli
to be able to cure the small-pox without difficulty , gion , for example ?

80 do Hydropathists. I personally know Å The salvation of a soul is surely as important
Herbalist who lost only ten cases out of 500 ; as the preserving a body from small-pox , and the

most of his patients being the poorest of the bishops as trustworthy as the doctors. Suppose
poor, amongst whom the mortality , not only in the bishops say to Parliament, “ Every child in
small-pox, but in all epidemics, is naturally herits the penalty of eternal damnation , owing
greatest. It is not to the credit of the medical to the fall of Adam and Eve. By baptism that
profession that, notwithstanding the advances inherited sin is washed away, and the infant be
which have been made in the healing art, and comes a child of God , and an inheritor of the
with vaccination to boot, they are unable to re- | kingdom of heaven ." " It is therefore clearly the
duce the mortality of small-pox. It points to the | duty of Parliament to render baptism compulsory
necessity of free- trade in medicine. on all children , and so effect the salvation of the

Moreover, it is beyond the legitimate function of whole race."
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The two cases are exactly parallel. If the one sharing the same fate . So cruel, unnatural, avd
(compulsory raccination ) be allowed , why not wicked are these laws which stain and disgrace
the other (compulsory baptism ) ? Simply because our statute-book .

religion is admitted to be a thing which it is It is argued that if vaccination were not com
proper should be decided by a man's own con pulsory, it would soon cease to be practised .
science. There is a conscience in medicalmatters Wbat does that mean , if not that the nation

as well as in religion , and I claim equal liberty | revolts at it - - a sufficient reason for stopping it !
for both . Dr. Claremont, public vaccinator for St. Pancras,

By the passing of the Compulsory Vaccination deposed at a coroner's inquest (May 17 , 1883 ),
Acts, Parliament has betrayed the sacred trust of that he “ had vaccinated over 40,000 infants, and

guarding our liberties, and treacherously handed that nearly always the mothers protested against

them over to a few higbly -paid medical men , it .” I wantto know what the mothers of England
who , being our servants , do not hesitate to treat have done that their protests should be so utterly
us like slaves. So completely have Members of and contemptuously disregarded ?

Parliament given themselves up into the hands of It is further argued that some people are so

the doctors, that at the recent debate on Vaccina careless that compulsion is necessary to insure

tion , it was difficult to muster a quorum to listen attention to vaccination . Weanti-vaccinators do

to the speeches of Mr. Taylor and Mr. Hopwood , not belong to that class. Weobject to the thing,
butwhen Sir Lyon Playfair got up to speak, and and resist it on conscientious grounds. A single

a division was inevitable , they swarmed in by the penalty would meet the case of the careless . But

hundred, and voted against the men whose argu - the cumulative penalties are deliberately designed
ments they had not even heard . In so un-English to break down honest conviction . Take my own

and unconstitutional a way have these abominable case , for example . Vaccination was always re
Acts been thrust upon us, in defiance of the prin pulsive to me, but I was unwilling to go against

ciple laid down by the common law of the land , the law , and therefore had my first child vacci
that “ no man shall be compelled to submit him nated. It resulted in serious, and probably life
self , or family, to a medical or surgical operation long, injury. Then I began to study the question
without his own consent." more closely. A second child was, however,

The Compulsory Vaccination Laws are, there vaccinated , and was killed by it, surviving only

fore , a tyrannical invasion of the rights of both about a fortnight. Then I rebelled , and refused

parents and children . They deprive the parent to submii another child to the operation . Over

of his right to guard and protect his child from and over again I have been summoned and fined ,

what he considers injurious ; and the child of the and they have tried to break down my conscien

protection he has a right to expect from bis tious objection , and failed ; because, though not

parents. rich, I am able to pay the fines , and so save my
The law has constituted the father (and for children from pollution . It is a very different

some mysterious reason the father only , to the case with a poor man , whose weekly wages barely

exclusion of the mother, whose special province suffice for food and necessaries. Fines, in bis

it is to tend and cherish a babe ) the guardian of case, mean starvation at home, or going to prison .

his children , and holds him responsible for its Such a man may be easily broken down. But in
well-being . | breaking down his resistance you have also broken

The State orders the child to be vaccinated ,even down bis moral nature, and made him sin against

contrary to the judgmentof its naturalguardians. bis conscience. Such a course cannot be justified

Suppose a child is killed or injured by vaccination . upon any possible grounds. Suppose the man

Who is responsible for the mischief? The State ? yields, and his child is killed or injured for life,

No. The Doctor ? No. Absolutely no one ! If which is , perhaps, even harder to witness. A

the doctors were held responsible , and could be burden of grief has been laid on that man from

punished for any ill result, vaccination would soon wbich he can never escape . He must witness

cease, for doctors would refuse to vaccinate on bis child 's agony, with the knowledge that it

those terms. Since Parliament does not, and would not have had to suffer bad he not, like a

cannot undertake to say tbat no mischief will coward , permitted the law to override his opposi

result, therefore Parliament is not, and cannot be, tion. He will not easily forgive himself, or ceuse

justified in compelling the operation . It is un - to remember that his country 's unjust laws are

fortunately true, not only that the barmlessness the cause of all his trouble . No country can

or otherwise of vaccination can only be tested by afford to put such a strain on the allegiance of

results ; but also , that should the thing unfortu - its people.

nately once go wrong, nothing can save the child , Can it be wondered at that the poor do their best

for there is no known antidote against this, the by removing from place to place to escape from the

only poison we are ordered by law to put into our vaccinator's lancet ? Their chance is a poor one,

children's bodies. We lose our child , and are put as may be gathered from the following statement

to all sorts of trouble and expense, and there is no by Dr.Gerrans in the Lancet. He said , “ I have

redress of any kind. Parliament does not even one of the largest vaccinations in London , and

refund the money spent in alleviating the suffer- though I hunt them like a bloodhound I am

ings of the poor child . Even the death of one sometimes thrown out." Hunt them like a blood

child does not purchase exemption for the rest of hound ! And this man is speaking of Englishmen .

the family . The protests of the father and the | And the compulsory vaccination laws suffer him

tears of the mother are alike disregarded ; and not only to say this , but to do it, and we have not

theman who has mourned over the grave of one only to submit to it, but actually to pay bim for

murdered darling , is ruthlessly persecuted if he doing it. How long is this to be endured ?

will not submit bis other children to the risk of ! Let us now see what history teaches us about
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vaccination , whether it has proved the blessing it life. The words he used in support of this claim

was expected to be, or one of those widespread are as follows :

delusions which from time to time have ruled and “ What renders the cowpox so extremely sin

misled the human race . To begin with , it differs gular is, that the person who has been thus

from all ordinary treatment by medical men , in affected , is for ever after secure from the nfection

being restricted to healthy persons. Sanitarians of small-pox.” And in 1801 he said , “ It now be.

teach us that health is the best protection against comes too manifest to admit of controversy, that

disease , and it is self -evident that a healthy, the annihilation of the small-pox must be the final

vigorous person is more likely to resist an attack result of the measure ."

of any disease than one who is naturally weak and Those statements were not suffered to go long

sickly. Yet the unhealthy or delicate, who - if uncontradicted . In 1806 , Mr. Birch , Surgeon

vaccination were any protection against disease - Extraordinary to the Prince of Wales, and

should of all others receive the benefit of it , are
Surgeon to St. Thomas's Hospital, declared

expressly denied it, while the strong , healtby ones

are compelled to have it, not needing it. The
“ Many hundreds of cases are already before the

Bible teaches us that “ They that be whole need
| public, of personswho have had the small-pox after

not a physician , but they that are sick.” What
vaccination ; attested by the evidence, not of

do the doctors say to that ? A newly-born child | hasty observers and unscientific operators, but of

able and experienced practitioners.”
finds it perfectly healthy. Is it not to be let

alone, not needing a physician ? By no means, Later on , in 1839,Sir Henry Holland, physician
says the doctor. It is certainly healthy now , but to the Queen , in his “ Medical Notes and Reflec

it may hereafter have the small-pox. I must tions," wrote :

therefore put some matter out of a sore into its “ Not only in Great Britain , but throughout

arm . Till that is done the child is a source of every part of the globe,we find that small-pox has

danger to the community ." If the parentremon - been gradually increasing in frequency as an

strates, and says he thinks it wrong and wicked epidemic , affecting a larger proportion of the vac
to interfere with health , he receives for reply : cinated , and inflicting greater mortality in its

“ You may hold what opinion you like on the results.” “ It is no longer expedient in any sense

subject, but you know you are bound by law to to argue for the present practice of vaccination as

have it done ; you have no voice in the matter.” a certain or permanent preventive of small-pox.

Now , I assert that it is monstrous to say that The truth must be told as it is , that the earliest

because a cbild may hereafter contract a disease,
anticipations on this head have not been realised .

it is to be treated as if it were already infected .
Whether small-pox may ever be wholly eradicated

is a very doubtful question ; and the probability is
It would be just as reasonable to send a per

on the negative side."
fectly sane man to a lunatic asylum , on the

ground that he might hereafter go mad ; or To come down to the present day . Dr. Ballard

to hang bim , because he may bereafter commit (one of her Majesty 's Inspectors of Vaccine ), in

a murder.
bis prize Essay, wrote :

And here we meet with a marvellous thing : " Dr. Jenner' s sanguine hope that the annihila

Parliament refuses to admit as a member a man tion of small-pox would be the result of his prac

who does not believe in a God ; and yet, by these tice has not been fulfilled . Experience has not
Vaccination Acts insults that God, by declaring verified his prediction . Small-pox has not been

in effect that His work in the formation of a child eradicated ; and , let me add, that scientific obser.

is defective, and that it is absolutely not only vation and reasoning give no countenance to the

possible , but necessary , that it shall be improved belief that it ever will be eradicated , even from

on and finished by a medical man - a horrible
civilised communities."

impiety which it is simply amazing that a religious Statistics confirm these opinions. The 1871

nation can permit. Report of the Highgate Hospital shows that of

The enforcement of vaccination on the whole 950 cases of small-pox, 870, or 912 per cent., were

infant population is based on the formerly re- vaccinated . Even the Lancet admits that " four

ceived opinion that every one is liable to the fifths of small-pox cases are raccinated.” The

small-pox . Registrar-General's reports show that during the
ButMr. Simon , principalMedical Officer to the first ten years following Compulsory Vaccination,

Privy Council, in his article on “ Inflammation," there died in England and Wales 33,515 small
in Holmes's “ Surgery ," says, “ Morbid poisons pox patients, while , during the next ten years,

are inoperative, as exciting causes of inflammation , when vacciration was much more strictly en

except where there is a definite bodily predie - | forced , there died 70,458 .

position , the contagion of small-pox or measles I ask, therefore, what is the use of continuing ,

having no more power to influence the unpre- and where is the justice of enforcing a practice,

disposed body, than yeast has power to ferment the failure of wbich is so absolute ?

alcohol, or turn pure water into beer." It is,

tberefore, clear that universal liability to small In giving up the theory of absolute protection ,
pox does not exist, and no benefit, real or imagi under the pressure of facts,themedical profession,

nary, restricted to a certain class of unhealthy apparently unwilling to give up vaccination alto
persons, can warrant the infliction of vaccination gether, have adopted another - viz ., that vaccina

compulsorily on the rest of the community, who tion in somemysterious way modifies small- pox,

are in no danger whatever from small-pox. As and renders it less fatal. Unfortunately for this

to the protection said to be afforded by vaccination, new theory , while its falsity is demonstrable, it
Jenner's claim was that it was complete and for is impossible to prove it true. No one is able to
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973

531

46

1860 . . . . . . . ... . . .

. . . . . . . .

say how severe any particular case of small-pox 1849 .. .......... 521 1865 640

would be without vaccination , and therefore it is 1850 499 1866 1,391

impossible to say how much milder it would be 1851 1,062 1867 1, 345

with vaccination. No evidence in favour of the
1852 1 ,159 1868 597

modification theory is therefore possible. If it 1853 211 1869 275

were true, we should , of course, find vaccinated 1854 694 1870

cases less severe than unvaccinated, and never
1855 1,039 1871 7 ,912

fatal. But that is distinctly contrary to facts.
1856 1872 1 ,786
1857

In the epidemic of 1870 -71 there were admitted
156 1873 · 113

1858 .. . . . . . .. . . 242 1874 57

into the Metropolitan Asylums 14 ,408 cases of 1859 .. . .. . .. . . .. 1 , 158 1875
small-pex , of whom 11, 174 were vaccinated , and 898 1876 . . . . . . . 736
2 ,764 died . Will any one seriously assert that 1861 ... 217 1877 .. . .. . .. . 2 ,551

vaccination modified the small-pox in these 2 ,764 1862 366 1878 417
who died ? It is just the same in foreign coun 1863 .. . . .. 1 ,996 1879 450
tries. In Berlin there died (in 1871) 484 children 1864 547 | 1880 ......... 475

under five years of age, all vaccinated — the pro

portion of deaths to cases being 40 per cent. Of course, neither population nor vaccination

Again , if this modification theory were true, we
varied in this way , and it is therefore clear that

should find small-pox epidemics milder than for small -pox is absolutely unaffected by vaccination .

merly , whereasMr. Simon , in the Public Health Small-pox not only varies in the same place in

Reports (No. 4 , for 1874 ), says :
different years, but in different places in the same
year. Take 1876 . In London there were 736

“ The small-pox epidemic of 1870-3 was part of small-pox deaths ; in Birmingham , 0 ; in Liver

a world -wide prevalence of the disease. It seems pool, 386 ; in Plymouth , 0 ; in Salford , 347 ; in

universally testified by skilled observers, that no Nottingham , 0 ; in Manchester, 190 ; in Sheffield ,

small-pox epidemic in living memory had been 11: in Bristol. 24 : in Leeds. 4 . While in 1880

( if I may so express it ) of equally malignant in . there were in London , 475 , and the other nine

tention with that which is here in question." teen large towns had only 10 among them .
That does not look like modifying the disease. Paris , in 1870, in consequence of the fear of

There is abundant evidence, both at home and small-pox, was vaccinated and re-vaccinated , as

abroad , to show how very far from the truth this it never had been before, and yet the deaths from
modification theory is. 'Dr. Hermann , Chief of small-pox were more than double the total of the
the Imperial Hospital at Vienna , distinctly con previous ten years. So much for the modification

tradicts it. He says : theory. It is distinctly proved to be false , and in

its turn will be abandoned . With regard to the
“ When a man has treated hundreds of cases of

small-pox, both under sporadic and epidemic con .
“ marks ” theory, it is sufficiently disproved by

ditions, through many years, and at all seasons, he
Dr. Cameron , M . P ., who, oddly enough , is the

comes to the decided conclusion that vaccination
champion of vaccination in the House of

has not the remotest effect on the outbreak , course, Commons. In a letter to the Times of May 24,
or issue of the disease . Vaccinated persons, bear 1881, he wrote :

ing unmistakable marks of the process, frequently “ Since 1836 our statistics have been compiled
have confluent small-pox ; while, at the same time, I so as to enable us to compare the mortality not

unvaccinated persons have it in the mildest form ." merely in small-pox occurring in all classes of

He says further :
vaccinated persons, but in each separate class of

vaccinated persons - in persons, that is, with one,

“ The distinction between a genuine and a two, three, or four good or indifferent marks. I

modified small-pox ” has been “ evidently made have gone into these details , and found that not

with a view of maintaining at all hazards the merely has the mortality in small-pox occurring
dogma to which vaccinators have committed after vaccination progressively increased in the

themselves, as to the influence of vaccination in aggregate, but it has increased in each class of

modifying small-pox. In reality there is no such cases, and increased enormously in the best vacci

distinction , for even in a mild epidemic of varicella nated class of cases."
a careful observer will be able to discover amongst
the sufferers fully -developed pustules of small

| It is unnecessary to add more evidence to this .

It is fatal alike to the mark and modification

theories, and leaves vaccination without any solid

If vaccination had any influence on small-pox , I foundation whatever. The fact is that small-pox
weought to find that, in proportion as vaccination differs greatly in degree ; from discrete , which is

increased , small-pox diminished . We find nothing mild and seldom fatal, to confluent, which is
of the sort. Small-pox comes in waves, and , like severe and very dangerous, and beyond that to

all waves, has its ridges and furrows- one or malignant, which is nearly always fatal. In the

two bad years, and then three or four good ones ; Homerton Hospital Table for 1876 - 7 , there were
then again an epidemic , and so on . Take Lon 499 vaccinated discrete cases and only 2 deaths,
don , for instance, and see how the small-pox and 22 unvaccinated cases with no death ; in all ,
deaths periodically increase and diminish . The 521 cases and only 2 deaths. There were also

numbers from 1841 to 1880, as given by the 255 confluent cases, vaccinated , and 70 deaths ;

Registrar-General, are as follow : and 99 cases said to be unvaccinated , with 60

1841 ............ 1,053 | 1845 909
deaths. ( There is always some doubt as to these

. . . . . . . . .

1842 360 1846 257
un vaccinated cases, because all cases in wbich the

1843 .. . .. . .. . .. . 438 1847
“ marks” are not to be seen , owing to the eruption,

1844 ............ 1,804 1848 ............ 1,620 T are classed as unvaccinated , and the more severe

pox ."

955
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the case, the less chance of the marks being seen , all that can be communicated from man to man .

and the greater probability of error. I never can What a tide of corruption it is by this time, I

see why the fact should notbe ascertained from the leave your readers to imagine ; how polluted it

Registrar of Births, instead of trusting to personal must be with many nameless diseases, had better

inspection under such difficulties,and at such risk .) remain untold . Can we blame a mother, or

To return to Homerton . There were 30 malig - | punish a father, for refusing to convey this

nant cases,admittedly vaccinated , and 10 said to | poison into their offspring's blood ? "

be unvaccinated , and the whole 40 died . The Further, the proper entrance into the hody,for

total of all classes of cases was 916 , the deaths any substance which is intended to go into the

being 172, or 18:6 per cent, as it was before vacci blood , is the mouth . Let me ask , which of you
nation was discovered , Where, then , is the benefit would venture to take a teaspoonful of this hor

of vaccination ? rible substance and swallow it ? How long would
Let us next inquire whether Vaccination, if in the stomach retain it if you did ? Then , w bat

capable of doing good, is capable of doing barm . amazing folly it is to set aside all the marvellous
What is vaccine ? A very difficult question to safeguards that the Allwise Creator has provided
answer. I defy any vaccinator to define the for securing the purity of our blood, and by forci
thing he is using, and which he calls Lymph.

bly entering the body by means of a wound,
Lymph , however, is a natural and healthy pro compel the system to receive a poisun which, if it
duct, while so -called vaccine is really matter out had a fair chance, it would instantly reject. Even

of a sore, and is swarming with bacteria , like all as it is , nature does its best to get rid of it; for
other matter in a state of putrefaction . Jenner's what is the pustule which results but a protest of

original matter was taken from the greasy heels | the body, and an attempt to thrust out the vile

of a diseased horse ; then we have had cow -pox, intruder ? These inoculations have been known

and a pox produced by inoculating cows with to be dangerous since the beginning of the century ,

small-pox, and all these are now inseparably for the celebrated Dr. Hunter, Jenner's master,

blended together, and have passed through mil said :

lions of human beings. No one can define the !

matter now . Even the Act of Parliament makes
“ The introduction of mineral and vegetable

no attempt to do so . Weknow that the insertion
poisons into the blood is hazardous, and in certain

of this matter into a person 's body is a serious |
quantities may be destructive, but the introduction
of animal products from another living body is

thing , for Dr. Ballard bimself says :
even more pernicious, because allied to it in being

“ Vaccination is not a thing to be trifled with , or vitalised .”

to bemade light of. It is not to be undertaken This agreeswith the teachingsofmodern science,
thoughtlessly, or without due consideration of the

patient, hismode of life, and the circumstances of
and the experience of those horrible experiments
which physicians are cruel enough to try upon

season and of place. Surgeon and patient should

both carry in their minds the regulating thought living animals, for Dr. Vulpian, Dean of the

that one is engaged in communicating, the other
Medical Faculty of Paris , has shown that the

in receiving into his system a real disease, as truly
inoculation of animals with the saliva of others ,

a disease as small-pox or measles ; a disease which , and healthy animals , is sometimes fatal. If &

mild and gentle as its progress may usually be, simple, henitby product like saliva is dangerous,
yet, nevertheless, now and then , like every other what can be expected to follow the inoculation of
exanthematous (eruptive ) disease, asserts its cha a disease product ? Sir James Paget tells us

racter by an unusual exhibition of virulence.” that :

How much consideration of this kind is possible “ The progress of the vaccine or small-pox in

in a crowded vaccination station ? NONE. Pre fection of the blood shows us that the permanent

cautions of that sort are impossible except for morbid condition of the blood is established by the

the wealthy , who can choose their own time, action of these specific poisons upon it - a change

and employ their own family medical adviser, due to the direct action of the virus upon it.”

who is familiar with their constitution . To Probably no man bas been more qualified to
compel a poor man to submit his child to risks give an opinion on this matter than Dr. John
which a rich man can avoid , is cruel, and so Epps , 25 years director of the Jennerian In

grossly unfair , as alone to form a sufficient reason stitute, who vaccinated some 120,000 people . In

for the alteration of the law . Hear what Mr. the London Vaccine Institute Report for 1863, he

Brown, M .R .C . S. E ., says of lymph , in his letter said :

to the Milford Haven Telegraph of Sept. 22,
“ The vaccine virus is a poison .

1869 :
As such it

penetrates all organic systems, and infects them

“ I have been thirty years in the profession , and in such a way as to act repressively on the pox . It

have never vaccinated a child without trembling is neither antidote nor corrigent, nor does it

for the results ; never sent to London for a supply neutralise the Small-pox, but only paralyses the

of vaccine, without a qualm of conscience,supplied , expansive power of a good constitution , so that the

as it is well known to be, from the lowest grade of disease has to fall back on the mucous membrane.

infected children , born of parents steeped in the Nobody has the right to transplant such a mis

most loathsome diseases, highly communicable by chievous poison compulsorily into the life of a
blood, lymph , and matter ; and from that den of child . If the vaccine be not eliminated in the
collected human ruin our pure lymph (save the form of a genuine vaccine vesicle, the system is

mark ) is obtained . Since Jenner' s day the pure unquestionably poisoned . If the vaccine lymph

stream has passed through millions of human does not produce the vaccine disease, it produces

beings, taking some evil out of each , certainly all something else , i.e., a noxious agent is introduced

that can puss from blood to lymph , and therefore I to poison the system against the poison of Small.
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pox ; but, if it does not produce this effect , it still with “ pure lympb ," when the child was seized

poisons without the benefit superadded of protec . with convulsions and died on the spot. The

tion from Small-pox.” horrified vaccinator tried all possible means, in

The medical advisers of the Government are cluding electricity, to revive it, but in vain . Now

aware of this risk of poisoning the blood , as is an English case from the Medical Times of

clearly shown in Mr. Simon's Report, No. 2, for May 30, 1863 :

1874, where be says : “ On the 14th of May, 1863, Mr. Wells vacci
« The pathologicalstudies of late years, includ- | nated a lady , the mother of a family , taking good

ing eminently certain very instructive researches matter from the vesicle of a healthy child . Im

which Professor Sanderson has conducted , under mediately on making the punctures, the patient

my Lords of the Council, have clearly shown that swooned . A visit on the following morning dis

in the common septic ferment, or in some ferment closed the fact of very singular symptomshaving
or ferments not hitherto to be separated from it, set in , the arm wasmuch swollen , and had a dark

there reside powers of disease-production as posi.
purplish hue, much resembling the colour of a

tive, though not hitherto as clearly defined, as bullock 's liver , the punctures nearly invisible, and

those which reside in the variolous or syphilitic thewhole region of the operation presenting the

contagia . Experimentally we know of this fer appearance of having been bitten by somepoisonous

ment that when it is enabled , by artificial inocula reptile . The symptoms grew rapidly worse, en

tion , to act in its most effective way in the animal tirely baffling medical skill,and the patient died on

body, and even more when it has received a curious the 18th of phlegmonous erysipelas."

increment of strength which its first propagation
Dr. Pigéon reported the following to the Frenchwithin the living body seems to bestow on it , it | Chamber.

shows itself one of the most tremendous of zymotic

poisons. It rapidly in one animaldevelops disease, “ Mons. M ., advanced in years, in consequence
which is then communicable to another. And a of the panic created at the time of the epidemic of

further, perhaps a still more instructive , teaching 1870 , asked me to vaccinate him . The vaccination

of theartificialinoculations is this,thatthe common succeeded completely. Some time after he felt
ferment, which in the stronger actions quickly slight neuralgic symptoms, to which he was occa

destroys life by septicæmia , can in slighter actions sionally subject. They used to disappear on the

start in the body chronic processes which will exhibition of sudorifics , which easily produced in
even eventuate in general tubercular disease ." him abundant perspiration . He had recourse to

In the British Medical Journal for Dec . 13,
the samemeans again . Vain efforts ! no perspira

tion was possible ; and soon , notwithstanding the

1879 ,Mr. Simon proceeds to say further: simultaneous exhibition of other remedies, indicated

“ Presumption against every part and productof in such circumstances , meningitis supervened ,
the diseased body is by every one readily ad . which carried him to the grave."

mitted , where there are vehement general “ Malle . R ., aged 18 years, dark complexion , of

symptoms of disease ; but it is important to know | a strong constitution , had herself vaccinated at the

that not only in such febrile states, but in states same time. The pustules, at first normal, grew

of chronic dyscrasy , and even at times when the excessively ; ædema followed in each arm , with

dyscrasy may be giving no outward sign, the in engorgement of the ganglia , and a slight but

fected body may be variously infective. Thus, in obstinate cough followed . Then it was ascer

regard to constitutional syphilis,the vaccinelymph tained that tabercles were formed in both lungs ;

of the syphilitic infant may possibly contain the then followed phenomena indicating their presence

syphilitic contagium in full vigour, even at in the brain , and finally the poor girl succumbed
moments when the patient, who thus shows him . to meningitis , after having experienced the most

self infective, has not on his own person any out atrocious suffering , and having uttered every day

ward activity of syphilis . the saddest regrets at having been vaccinated.”

" Similarly in regard to tuberculous disease ."
I have selected these four examples as showing

It is not even sufficient for a medical man to the possible effects of vaccination in infancy,
know that the parents are (apparently) free from youth , middle life, and old age. No period is

disease , for so eminent a man as Sir James Paget exempt from its terrible consequences.

believes it to be possible for syphilis to pass The fact that vaccination can communicate as

from grandparent to grandchild, missing the well as originate disease is established beyond

intermediate generation ." Surely this is enough doubt by her Majesty's Inspector of Vaccine, Dr.
to convince any reasonable person that vaccina Ballard. He stated in 1868 that :

tion is positively dangerous. " Dr. Littlejohn tells “ 1 . There are numerous cases on record to
us in the annual report of 1879 (Scots Board of prove that the vaccine virus and the syphilitic
Health ), that “ it is a cardinal fact that in virus may be introduced at the same spot by the

fectious germs of all kinds have no power of same poncture of the vaccinating lancet .

successfully attacking the healthy individual.” “ 2 . From several instances on record , there can

Well for us that it is so , or vaccination would remain no reasonable doubt that the vaccine virus

soon make an end of us. But what happens and the syphilitic virusmay be drawn at the same

when a person is not proof against these im time, upon the same instrument, from one and the

parted diseases ? Just a few examples. Among
same vesicle .

1 ,141 cases of injury , including 127 cases of " 3 . The vesicle which is thus capable of fur

death, caused by vaccination , reported to the nishing both vaccine and syphilitic virus may

German Diet, and guaranteed by 83 doctors of present, prior to being opened , all the normal and

medicine, many of them eminent men , No. 499,
fully developed characters of a true Jennerian

a remarkably fine child , was vaccinated by Dr.
vesicle as ordinarily met with.”

Windmüller. He had just filled the puncture ! This last admission is of immense importance,
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since it shows that no care , skill, or foresight on prediction in 1867, “ that an agitation will com
the part of a vaccinator can ensure us against the mence (when this Bill is passed ) which will never

most fearful results following the operation . If cease till the Act is repealed ," is slowly, but

it be true that diseases can be so communicated , surely , proceeding to its fulfilment.

we ought to find that infant mortality from causes I hope I have succeeded in showing you , what

affected by vaccination have increased along with I am fully persuaded of myself , that vaccination

the spread of vaccination. And we actually do is a bad thing in itself. But the political question

find it 80 . The Return moved for by Mr. concerning it is, “ Does the belief of the majority

Hopwood, and made to the order of the House justify them in compelling the minority to adopt

of Commons, shows this progressive increase in their views, or to act upon them wbile disbelieving
no less than six diseases, viz., syphilis, bronchitis, them ? The answer which commends itself to

scrofula , tabes mesenterica , skin diseases, and me is that truth requires no compulsion , and

diarrhæa. falsehood will fall notwithstanding it. If vacci
The table is made out per million births, so nation be really a valuable thing founded on

that it will not be affected by increase of popula scientific truth , it will stand without the aid of

tion . To show the progressive nature of the compulsory laws, if not, then neither House of

mortality , I give the years 1847 (the first given Commons nor doctors can prevent its ultimate

by the Return ), 1857, 1867, and 1878 (the last fall. It is for you, as electors, to consider what

year given) : action you will take in this matter. If I have

1847 . 1857 . 1867 . 1878 . been so fortunate as to convince you that com
Syphilis .............. 472 989 1,615 1 ,851 pulsion cannot be justified , then justice demands
Scrofula ... ......... 335 425 807 1,153 that you should require our future Parliamentary
Tabes Mesente

rica ... ............ 3, 008 3, 384 4 , 161
representative to pledge himself to vote for the

4 ,625
total repeal of these acts. I invite you to care

Skin diseases. .. ... 156 252 266 391

Bronchitis ... . .. . . . 4 ,641 7 ,497 10,405
fully consider the matter, because it would be a18 , 164

Diarrhoea ......... 9 ,525 17,588 16 ,176 18,103
great pity to divide the voting power of the city.

I and those who think with me, ask your help

18, 137 30 ,435 33,430 44 ,287 to remove this burden on our consciences. We

The increased death -rate from these six diseases
shall be grateful for your support, if you feel you

reaching the alarming number of 26 , 150 per
can give it, but if not, then we must do our best

to work out our own freedom , for the contemp
annum , all under one year old. How many

tuous manner in which Parliament has behaved
died later , or surviving, were ignorantly vac

cinated from , spreading disease far and wide,
to us in this matter , refusing even to listen to our

no man living can say. This frightful increase in
arguments, renders it absolutely necessary that

infant mortality is just what might have been
we should leave no means untried which may

looked for , if only people had taken the trouble to
result in our viewsbeing properly represented in

think for themselves. The Bible teaching is ex
Parliament. Mr. John Bright has pronounced

plicit on the subject. “ Whatsoever a man
the present vaccination laws to be " monstrous."

soweth , thut shall be also reap . He that soweth
Letme remind you what another eminent politi

cian, Mr. Cobbett , wrote to Mr. Wilberforce
of the flesh , shall, of the flesh , reap - CORRUPTION.”

All these years disease has been sown in the
long since on this matter. He said :

bodies of little children, and we have been led to
“ I like not this never-ending recurrence to Acts

of Parliament. Something must be left, and someexpect that we should reap health . At last we

are awaking from our folly. Men are beginning
thing ought to be left to the sense , and reason, and

to think for themselves , and there are signs that
morality , and religion of the people . There are a

set of well-meaningmen in this country, who wouldthe end of this miserable superstition is approach
ing . Switztrland has thrown off the yoke, and

pass laws for the regulating and restraining of

every feeling of the human breast, and every
Holland has followed her example, so far as the

motion of the human frame. They would bind
army is concerned , constrained to do so by one of us down, hair by hair , as the Liliputians did
those disasters which from time to time are heard Gulliver, till, anon ,when we awoke from our sleep

of, as, for example, that in Algiers, where, on we should wonder by whom we had been enslaved .

Dec. 30, 1880, 58 young soldiers were vaccinated But I trust, sir , that Parliament is not, and never

from an apparently healthy child , and all were will be, so far under the influence of these minute

attacked with syphilis , and obliged to leave the and meddling politicians, as to be induced to pass

service, their health ruined . | laws for taking out of a man ' s hands the manage

In this country persecution has increased till ment of his household , the choice of his physician ,

the number of men punished for conscience' sake and the care of the health of his children ; for

has reached 5 ,000 in a year. Things cannot go
under this sort of domiciliary thraldom , to talk of

on long in this way. Such a strain on the national
the liberty of the country would be themost cruel

conscience cannot last without something giving
mockery wherewith an humble and subjected

way - Law or Loyalty. It is mainly the poor people were ever insulted .”

who feel the cruel oppression of these wicked In conclusion, let me remind those who are
laws, and the poor, by their votes, will have to in doubt as to their proper course in this

get them altered. It is greatly to be desired that matter, that there is a golden rule of conduct,

in England , as in Switzerland, we had the power which will lead them , without fail, in the right
of challenging any special vote of Parliament,and path. “ Whatsoever ye would that men should

claiming that it be submitted to the votes of the | do unto you , do ye even so unto them .”

people . England would soon follow the lead of
Switzerland, and overthrow the compulsory laws At the conclusion, Dr. Crow was warmly cheered .
once and for ever. As it is, Sir Thomas Chambers' Questions were asked and answered by him , and
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a unanimous vote of thanks for his able paper

passed , on the motion of Mr. Sanderson, seconded

by Mr. Duncan .

I desire to acknowledge my indebtedness to Pro

fessor Newman, Mr. Milnes, and others , for valu

able arguments which I have used in my papers.
È . J . C .

ANNUAL COST OF THE NATIONAL

VACCINE ESTABLISHMENT.

From the Civil Service Estimates for the Year

ending March 31, 1885 .

England :

Assistant Inspector .................... £400
Two vaccinators.. .... . .. .... . .. . .. . .. . .. . 300

Director of animal vaccination ... 400

Assistant to director . 150

Vaccination clerk .. 52

Two attendants . .. ... .. 135

Lymph , ivory points , tubes, & c . . 900

Supply of calves 300

Keep of calves ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 250 = £2,887
Awards to public vaccinators ... . . 15 ,800

Postage of Vaccination Certificates ... 2,500

Scotland :

Medical officer in charge of the

central institution for the

supply of vaccine lymph ...... ... £300

Cost of vaccine lymph ................ 100 = 400

Ireland :

Cost of gratuitous supply of vaccine

lymph .......

£22 ,687

ANTI-STATE VACCINATION : ITS

PRINCIPLE.

In the Journal of the Vigilance Association for

April, Mr. Levy writes :

The case against the interference of the State
for the purpose of enforcing the practice of vacci

nation is complete , without entering into the

question of the efficacy of vaccination as a pro
phylactic against small-pox, or the further question

of the price - pbysiologicaland financial - paid for

this alleged protection. The Vigilance Association

has maintained a persistent opposition to com
pulsory vaccination , on political grounds, and
political grounds alone ; and, personally, I confess

to having little sympathy with those whose oppo

sition to “ universal, compulsory , and free ” cow

pox rests solely on medical grounds. So long as

the just limits of State interference are not clearly

apprehended , resistance to this or that inter

ference, even if it happens to be a most tyrannical

one, means very little . One never knows that

the people who fly across the ocean in order to

avoid the forcible imposition on them of the

dogmas of others may not, when they acquire

political power, cut off the ears of dissenters from

their own dogmas. The plea always is that the

new heresy is so different form the old one. As

Sydney Smith says : - “ Toleration never has a

present tense , nor taxation a future one." How

little political significance resistance to compulsory

vaccination may have is shown by the fact that ,

at a recent public meeting , called for the pur

pose of denouncing the enforcement of vaccina

tion, one of the speakers of the evening - it is

noteworthy that he was a medicalman - proposed

that a resolution should be submitted to the meet

ing calling on Parliament to prohibit vaccination ;

and he seemed very much astonished when I told

him that, if such a proposition were put before

the meeting, I would speak against it.

100

N .B . — The annual cost of public vaccination in
England and Wales defrayed out of the Poor
Rate, averages, in addition to the above, is about

£87,000. WM. YOUNG .

THE Rev. T. HANCOCKS, of Tonbridge, Kent, has
TRUE , VERY TRUE. - To stamp out small-pox is been prosecuted, and ordered to have his children

the duty of every citizen ; for, although it may be vaccinated , or in defanlt pay a fine of 10s.- - for each

confined to one district to -day, in a few weeks it child 58. Mr. Hancocks made a good defence in

may, in the absence of precautions, be all over court, and a father who was present said he should

London again . Vaccination , as now performed , has follow his example . As Mr. Hancocks observes,

been proved practically useless to stamp out this “ It is cheaper to be fined than to pay for vaccina
horrible epidemic, against which cleanliness, fresh tion - pot to mention what else may be escaped."

air, and sanitary dwellings are the surest preven We hope Mr. Hancocks may hold a public meeting
tives, and isolation , when attacked , the only anti in Tonbridge and explain his position fully to his

dote. — The Weekly Times, April 6 . neighbours. First example , then precept. How

VACCINE CONTAGION. - Mrs. Robinson , 22, Pon well they go together !

sonby-place, S . W ., had her ipfant vaccinated by VACCINATION IN FRANCE. — My eye was caught in
Dr. Pearse, on April 8 . On the following Tuesday Paris by “ Vaccinations ” posted on the walls here

the doctor took matter from all four vesicles for and there. Curiosity aroused , I got down from

future use . The child 's arm became very painful my omnibus one day to see what it was, and found
and inflamed , and discharged . The mother, in a notice from the Mayor of the Arrondissement
advertently , allowed some of the matter to come calling attention to the fact that gratuitous vacci

in contact with her face. Two sores formed , one nation and re- vaccination were to be obtained at

on her left cheek , the other on her upper lip , both specified places ; and further offering, on behalf

resembling vaccine sores, and both of which were of the “ bureaux de bienfaisance " (a kind of volun

painful and attended with a discharge. She went tary substitute for our poor law machinery ) a pre
to Westminster Hospital for advice, and was sup mium of 3 f . to necessitous parents for each child
plied with a bottle of medicine. To- day, April 25 , vaccinated , and an additional 3f. for a child from
she is much worse. The sore on the lip is very red whom vaccine was taken . Finally, the Mayor re
and inflamed , her whole face is puffy, the left side minded parents that by law no child can be ad .
being much swollen , accompanied by an erysipe - mitted to a public elementary school except on
latous inflammation which has extended to the eye, production of a certificate of vaccination . -

completely closing it. - WILLIAM Young , E . M . L .
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MR. G . J. HOLYOAKE AND MR. ALFRED poll, that Tory virusmay be poured wholesale into

the blood of a nation. This seems to me a policy
MILNES.

of spite , unbecoming so reasonable a cause as that
“ I have always taught that conscience is higher which Mr. Milnes represents . Other movements,

than consequence ; and the history of nations tells he may tell me, do the same thing , and , let me
us plainly that in all that makes the character of add, make enemies for themselves thereby .”

statesmen or the security of the people, conscience This Mr. Milnes answered in the Echo of
is higher than right,' or ' law ,' or any worldly April 16 , saying :

advantage.” — MR. G . J . HOLYOAKE to the electors " It is pleasant to find that a man with such a
of Leicester. record asMr. Holyoake's is after all opposed to a

MR. G . J . HOLYOAKE, in the April number of his Compulsory Vaccination Law , and not, as his
journal, The Present Day, told “ The Story of words seemed to imply, in its farour. I should
the Brighton Election," in the course of which he here leave the matter but for one or two mis

observed : apprehensions of the Anti-Vaccination position

“ Many Anti- Vaccinators think the point of which Mr. Holyoake's letter contains. He speaks

the lancet as big as the Universe " of putting what a mother believes to be disease '

Adding that, " despite Mr. P . A . Taylor's into the blood of her child . It is not what a
counsel," many of them voted for Mr.Marriott, mother believes, it is a fact. Vaccinia is defined

who was utterly against them , because Mr. | as ' an acute specific disease ' in every medical

Romer was not sufficiently for them - an alle - treatise wbich touches on the subject. Mr. Holy

gation we take leave to doubt. Mr.Holyoake's oake says we vote against Liberalism . We do

“ Story ” was reprinted in part in the Echo, in - potbing of the kind. We vote against a persecu

cluding the criticism on the anti- vaccinators , tion wbich adds meanness to mistake in trying

whereon Mr. Alfred Milnes addressed the editor to break down the poor while letting the rich

of the Echo, April 4 , as follows : go free. Speaking for myself, neither that

" In the matter of sneers such as Anti- Vacci - nor any other persecution of bonest men for

nators who think the point of the lancet as big as conscience sake shall ever have its majority

the Universe,' it is timesome one took the buli by increased by voice or vote of mine ; and if such

the horns. It must not be forgotten that in this persecution comes to the poll describing itself as

case ' the point of the lancet ' means ' the welfare ‘ Liberalism ,' my reply is that it only thereby

of our children ’ ; and, speaking for myself I not adds falsehood to its other failings. I will not

only admit, I do most strenuously assert and vote against it for a Tory qua Tory ; but if the

maintain , that in this sense the point of the lancet Tory candidate happens to be opposed to this

is and ought to be exactly as big as the Universe, / persecution wbilst the so- called Liberal is in

and less by neither jot nor tittle. So I accept favour of it, I shall then vote for the truer

Mr. Holyoake's gibe in full, and assure him and Liberal not by name but by nature. This I

all whom it may concern that in this sense the believe to be the position which the vast majority

point of the lancet ' is more to me than of anti-vaccinators do take ; and surely this is a

the best politician who ever sacrificed a reasonable policy, and hardly a ' policy of spite.'

principle to a party or a cause to a com - | If otherwise, what does Mr. Holyoake really

promise . The practice of meeting argument advise us tu do ? Are we to vote for men who

and devotion to a cause with mere sneers which will use our votes to break up our homes, fine us,

may wound hearts, but can never convince heads, and send us to gaol, for doing what we believe to

is one to which I regret thatMr.Holyoake should be right ? If that is his advice, let us have it in

bare lent the sanction of a name I have long plain terms; he is not the man to shrink from

learned to honour. If Mr. Holyoake thinks he giving it simply because it is hardly likely to be
understands the vaccination question, I am willing taken ."

to meet him on any London platform he may Mr. Charles F . J . Lock baring interrened ,

select to defend my convictions against his. If pointing out the peculiar position of Anti- tac
he does not claim to understand it , it were surely vinists as subject to personal persecution , Mr.

better not to try to insult those who have made Holyonke replied , April 15 :
it a life study, and who are struggling against “ Mr. Lock makes no answer for Mr. Milnes ,

such odds and suffering so bravely for principles and puts a poor case himself. His argument is
they deeply cherish." tbat because Anti-Vaccinators suffer under a

In the Echo of April 9 , Mr. Holyoake replied : medical despotism , they are justified in putting

“ Your correspondent, Mr. Alfred Milnes, M . A ., the nation under a political despotism if it answers

complains that I said , “ The Anti- Vaccinator their purpose at ihe poll. This is the Fenian

thinks the point of the lancet as big as the argument, which would destroy Society if they

Universe,' which Mr. Milnes says is quite true, I cannot bave their own way at once. Mr. Lock

and that he ' strenuously maintains ' the same. | is good enough to think that Atheists or others

Then I am not wrong , in point of fact. Mr. subject to personal penalties for their convictions

Milnes seems not to know that I have often might do ibe same thing . Until within a few

written what I lately stated on the platform at year ago I was an outlaw on account of my

Leicester - namely, that I regarded it as a very opinions. That was a serious matter to me. By

serious outrage to compel a mother to have put argument and petitions to Parliament I sought

what she believes to be disease into the blood of to have the law changed . Contemporaneously

her child . WhatMr.Milnes calls myógibe ' was efforts began to be made for the admission

not directed to uphold tbis , but against the Anti- of the Jews to Parliament. By Atheists

Vaccinators, who, because their just claim is not pressing their claims to civil rights , they

yet regarded, will vote against Liberalism at the I could have delayed the admission of the Jews
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by alarning Parliament, as Atheist and Jew | let them first send me an honest man , one who

together would have been too much for the will be just and fear not ; and till he comes I will

toleration of the House. Therefore, for seven be content with doing mylittle best to make them

years I suspended all petitions, and only resumedsby of sending any other

them when the Jews were safe . A strange thing L “ In the particular matter of anti- vaccination

then followed . Sir Julian Goldsmid (he wasMr. there is no question of my personal interests. I

Goldsmid then ), using the rights wehad signally can , as it happens, pay the fines. I can afford

helped to win for him , became a candidate at the luxury of being true. I am fighting for those

Brighton . A deputation of my friends, knowing who cannot. And on their behalf I resolve that

what I have stated , went to him and asked voice or vote of mine sball never go to support

whether, if he was elected, he would vote in the persecution of honest men for conscience'

favour of the civil rights of Atheists. He sake. There need be no question between medical

answered ' Nɔ ' without scruple , besitation , or and politicaldespotism , if candidates are sent who

apology . The leader of the deputation then will vote against both . If Mr. Holyoake were to

wrote to me, asking whether they ought to vote be such a candidate for the constituency wherein

for him . I answered publicly, that if Mr. Julian I vote, he would have no warmer supporter than

Goldsmid was, on the whole, a better candidate your contemptible and traitorous

than bis adversary, and more likely to promote " ALFRED MILNES, M .A ., F . S. S .”
tbe interests of the borough and those of the

country at large, they were bound as patriots to To this Mr. Holyoake rejoined , April 19 :

vote for bim - although he would vote against “ In neither of his two last letters does Mr.

us. To do otherwise would be to act on the Milnes justify the conduct I objected to –

contemptible and traitorous policy of preferring namely , that if a Parliamentary candidate will

personal interests to those of the State." not prevent poison being put into the blood of a

Mr.Milnes avswered as follows, April 17 :- child , he will vote for poison being put into the

“ Mr. Holyoake is clearly very angry, though blood of the nation . He says " vaccipia is an

it is not clear wby. He takes upon himself to acute specific disease .' So is Toryism in the

describe n8 traitors those whose method of opinion of a Liberal; and for a Liberal to vote

fightirg a battle is not like his own. In excuse for Toryism , with a view to carry some point of

for this somewhat terrific onslaught be parades his own, is to sacrifice the State to the interests

the story of his own generosity in abstaining of a party. Mr. Milnes may justify it how he

from agitation about the rights of free thought can , but it is this thing which he does ; and this

until the Jews were safe,'and in then pocketing is what I seek to make clear. He asks, ' What it

the affront when those same Jews, in the person is that I really advise anti-vaccinators to do ? '

of Mr. Goldsmid, treated him to the natural I hare answered this by stating what I did do

consequences of that abstinence. The result, so in the case of the Jews. I believe in no principle

far, let Northampton declare . Had Mr. Holy - until I see the end of it ; and I do not hold

oake, instead of concocting a self-denying ordi- it then unless I mean to go to the end with

nance all to himself, compelled the Jews it . Nor do I advise others to do what I do not do

in the first instance to fight with him myself. I have voted for Christian candidates,

shoulder to sboulder for a free conscience, even when they had a New Testament in their

instead of by themselves for a free Hebraism , breast - pocket and a Prayer-book under each

he might now bave been sitting in the Commons, arm , if I believed they would better advance the

side by side with those very Jews into whom he general progress of the nation than their Tory

has helped to instil a contempt for the pit whence adversaries, although they would give trouble to

tbey were digged and the block whence they were mewben I had put them in power. Mr. Milnes

hewn. Mr. Holyoakespeaks of personal interests describes this as parading the story of my own

and those of the State . I know no meaning for generosity. It is a simple statement, not a

those words except the interests of the few and parade. How can I answer his question with

those of the many. In matters of interest such a out a story of facts pertaining to it ? It is
measure may or may not be a sound one ; but if not my generosity ' ; it is duty to be

Mr. Holyoake applies it to matters of principle true to the State . To be just to others,

- if the sacred rights of the few , because they altbough they are unjust to you is an obli

are few , are not to be defended with the gation of honour. Mr. Milnes describes Sir

same weapons and the same zeal as the rights Julian Goldsmid 's want of principle as an

of the many — then , in his own words, his affront ' to me. It was an affront to himself.

policy is ' contemptible and traitorous. There | It could not touch me. It did not even rise to

are no ' interests of the borough and of the coun - the level of my contempt. In a few years we

try at large comparable to the interest of doing carried an Affirmation Bill without aid of Jews,

right ; and I for one hope that I shall never, in and with very little from Atheists, since they

the interests of the borough , vote knowingly for chiefly took the oath , which robbed it of the great

doing wrong. Because the wire-pullers of the objection to it as a grievance of the conscience.

Reform Club send me one candidate incapable of In the meantime the justice which we observed

grasping a great principle , and the wire-pullers of towards others, and which Mr. Milnes derides ,

the Carlton send me another in like case, am I was deemed a strong argument in our favour, and

with my eyes open to vote for the less objection - | hastened the concession wesought. I cannotbutbe

able wrong -doer ? Or am I to open mymouth gratified atMr. Milnes's assurance that he would

and shut my eyes and swallow whatever the vote for me if proper occasion arises, provided I

Reform Club sends me, on pain of being called a am likely to be useful to bis agitation. But he

traitor by Mr. Holyoake? If they wantmy vote, lought not, unless I hare the larger qualification
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of being useful to the State. If a city were VACCINATION AND RE -VACCINATION .
besieged , and I betrayed my fellow -citizens by
opening the gate to the foe - because I could get “ LONDON ,” we read in the British Medical

from him some advantage to my party denied to Journalof April 12 , " is again threatened with an

me by the Governor - I should know that I was epidemic of small-pox ; " and we are told that “ to
a traitor, whom no sublime anxiety for my prevent an epidemic of small-pox we unhesi

interests or those of my party ought to save from tatingly say that the only effective measure is re

the gallows. Every fool who bas a crotchet, vaccination."

every knave who has a scheme, would be equally In flat contradiction to this advice a letter

justified by the disastrous example ofMr.Milnes, from Dr. Pringle appeared in the Times of the
in doing the same thing. It is this doctrine of same date, April 12. Dr. Pringle is Deputy

vindictiveness which has bred the dynamitists ." Sanitary Commissioner of the First Circle , North

West Provinces and Oudb , and since 1864 has
To this Mr. Milnes finally rejoined , April 22 : supervised the vaccination of a population of ten

“ Mr. Holyoake has quite mistaken my position. millions. He says :

He wantsme, so far as I can understand him , to During these twenty years I have never per

vote for a Liberal candidate even though that formed myself, nor allowed any of my native

candidate should be willing to inflict persecution subordinates to perform , in the case of a natire
on poor men for conscience' sake. I tell him that one operation of secondary vaccination . Last year
the thing is impossible . A Liberal persecutor is at this time a fearful epidemic of small-pox, the

a contradiction in terms. I might as well be asked most extensive and fatal I have seen during these

to vote for a white negro. There is a fundamental twenty years, was witnessed in the North -west
confusion in Mr.Holyoake's mind , which I should | Provinces and Oudh, and most crucially was my

not have expected to find there, between interest vaccination tested. In the cantonment of Meerut,

and principle . Let me try to put this into the with a population of nearly 40,000, not one case of

concrete. If I , as a Liberal voter, vote for the small-pox, as the military records will show ,

Tory candidate because he promises ( e.g .) to get
occurred in the person of a native vacci

a railway built which will benefit my town, then
nated by my subordinates. In the city of

I am a traitor, and deserve all Mr. Holyoake's
Meerut, with its population of 80,000, two

hard words, or harder, if harder words there be.
cases of small-pox occurred in the persons of

two Bengalees, emigration agents, one of whom
But a principle is no man 's private property , to

was inoculated and the other vaccinated in Bengal.
be put off and on like his coat. It is the duty of In the sacred city of Muttra , with its vast pilgrim
a true man to be faithful to it exactly in propor traffic , not one fatal case of small-pox occurred ,
tion to the helplessness of those whom its neglect whereas in 1863 -64, on the recorded evidence of
will injure or enslave. Toryism , says Mr. Holy Dr. Smith , at present Civil Surgeon of Allahabad ,

oake, is a disease in the eyes of a Liberal. Let 3 ,500 children died of small- pox in less than two

me add that the prognosis is never so unfavour months. . . . The result of my practical experience

able as where we find among the symptoms a of twenty years in the densely populated districts

profession of the less important Liberal doctrines of the Upper Doab, or Mesopotamia of India , with
and an assumption of the Liberal name concur an average of 465 in a square mile and a total

rently with a neglect of the central idea of population of ten millions, and without in that

Liberalism - freedom of conscience. If nothing period the necessity of performing one case of re

but a choice of poisons is open to me, I have, at
vaccination , is that small-pox cannot exist, even in

least, even on Mr. Holyoake's own principles, the
the slightest epidemic form , in localities where the

right to choose ; I have the right to declare at
birth -rate has been reached for a series of years by

the poll what I really believe, that there is now
vaccine operations."

threatening our country a danger greater than
This repudiation of re-vaccination , and asserted

Tory finance or Tory schemes of annexation - a absolute success of primary vaccination recalls the

danger growing with the growth of a medical and original legends of vaccination , and furnishes a

scientific orthodoxy, which is teaching our people curious commentary on our London experience.

that, for the sake of interests, all consideration of In the words of the British Medical Journal :

the principles of right and wrong may be put “ It is a well-known fact that a very large pro

aside with a light laugb , as of a grown man portion ( 75 per cent. being the average) of those

when he throws away the playthings of his nowadays attacked with small-pox have been vac

childhood ." cinated in infancy, but that, after a time, the pro
tection against small-pox afforded by vaccination

seems to die out."

LONDON SMALL-Pox . - In an editorial in the

Students' Journal and Hospital Gazette of April 5 ,
we read : - " An alarming ontbreak of small-pox REIGATE .-MR. COATES AND

has taken place at the East-end, and the small-pox MR. LYNCH .

hospitals of the metropolis are filling up rapidly . THE Reigate Guardians have instructed their vac
It is somewhat humiliating that, after forty or fifty

years of compulsory vaccination , which, it was
cination officer again to prosecute Mr. Coates

imagined would effectually stamp out small-pox,
and Mr. Lynch , whom seven summonses and four

these alarming visitations should be so frequent.
fines , the heaviest that the magistrates could

Vaccination undoubtedly mitigates the severity of
| inflict, have failed to coerce into submission . The

an attack of small-pox, but as a preventive it cer Local Government Board addressed a letter to

tainly is a failure. In my opinion we have much the Guardians last July , pointing out to them

yet to learn as to the causes of small-pox, and the that they were under no obligation to prosecute,

bestmethods of preventing its spread.” and counselling a policy of moderation ; but, as
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price."

seen , without effect . So far, theGuardians have their faces be pitted with the marks of small-pox .

imposed an annual tax of £6 . 2s. on the parents My brother- in -law , Israel W . Gould , was, at the

in respect of each unvaccinated child . We com - age of eight years, a bright, healthy , rugged boy,

mend the case to the attention of the Local | who had never known an ache or a pain . Our

Government Board as one instance out of many law is that, at eight years of age, a child must

of the in policy of surrendering public law to the attend school, to be sent home if he has not been

gratification of local fanaticism and spite. vaccinated , then to be hunted up by the Truant

Officer, and again sent to school to be again re

fused admission, until he has complied with the
AXBRIDGE. - MR. PETWIN 'S CASE. law . At last his parents yielded , the boy was

MR. HOPWOOD asked the President of the vaccinated , his blood was poisoned , fainting fits

LocalGovernment Board on March 18 whether came on, ending in epilepsy , which to this day

he was aware that in the case of J . A . Petwin , has nerer left him . His poor father, working

already summoned three times, twice convicted from 6 a.m . till 6 p .m ., bas paid about one-third

in full penalties and three times condemned in of his wages for medical advice.

costs, in respect of refusal to vaccinate his child , “ The doctors, five in number, say there is not

the Guardians of Axbridge Union had ordered a the slightest doubt but that bis illness was caused

fresh prosecution againstMr. Petwin in respect of by vaccination ; but excuse themselves from any

the same child ; and whether the Local Govern responsibility by saying that vaccination is a risk

ment Board would signify to the Guardians all must run who desire a free education , and

decidedly its disapproval of such prosecutions ? frankly admit that vaccination does nothing to

Mr. G . Russell said : The convictions of J. A . prevent or mitigate small-pox ; but is simply a

Petwin were in respect of the non-vaccination of rite to be performed upon a child before he can

a child named Annie Petwin . The LocalGovern get an education . Had my relative sent his son

ment Board are informed that there has been no to a private school he would have saved himself

prosecution in the case of that child since 1882,
a thousand dollars, and all his boy would have

and that no further proceedings are contemplated . missed would have been epilepsy, which would

The Guardians hare, however, ordered proceed . have been a good miss.

ings in the case of another child of Mr. Petwin , “ I intend getting up a school for unvaccinated

an order for the vaccination of the child which children , as I bave control of a hall, by offering

was made in August, 1883, not having been com
the latter, rent free, to some teacher who will

plied with . teach unvaccinated children at a reasonable

Mr. Hopwood : Do the Local Government

Board then approve of further prosecutions in

respect of another child ?

Nr. Russell : The Board do not disapprove of
INOCULATION FOR DIPSOMANIA .

repeated prosecutions in regard to another child OUR readers will be glad to learn that the re

in the same way that they disapprove of repeated searches of the eminent M . Pasteur have led him

prosecutions in respect of thesame child . (Hear, to the discovery of the specific virus, or disease

hear.) germs, of Dipsomania , and that this formidable ,

and hitherto intractable , disease is now added to

the list of curable maladies. In fact, it can be
SCHOOLS FOR THE UNVACCINATED . as effectually prevented by his system as small

Atone of theMonthly Conferences of the London | pox can be prevented by Jenner's immortal in

Society , a lady and her daughter were present vention of vaccination . M . Pasteur was led to

from Philadelphia. The lady informed themeet- bis invaluable discovery by observing the cases of

ing that she had come to reside in England in Dipsomania in a home for inebriates near Paris.

order to complete her daughter's education ; that Carefully submitting the sputa of these patients

the latter had been debarred her birthright of a to microscopic examination , he found swarms of

free education in the United States, owing to the a peculiar and hitherto undescribed bacillus in

regulations there in force requiring that all them . Inoculating pigs with these disease-germs,

scholars should produce a certificate of vaccina- he found all the symptoms of acute dipsomania

tion . Tbe statement was received with some produced ; insomnia with high arterial ex

incredulity and with cries of “ shame" from many citement, visions of horrible surroundings,

present. Opinions being expressed that such an and 80 on . Encouraged by these results ,

indirect form of compulsion , in a land boasting of he cultivated these disease germs in an

its freedom and enlightenment, was more odious, artificial @ sophagus, in a medium contrived by

cowardly , and tyrannical than our system of direct himself to represent human mucus as nearly as

compulsion . possible. With these cultivated disease germs

Mr. Webster, writing from Boston , Mass., he at last inoculated a patient pamed Gérard , a

March 17, 1884 , throwsfurther light on the pro - cabinet-maker, who had come into the home for

gress of the new despotism ," and on the complete inebriates in an advanced stage of Dipsomania .

prostration of reason and common sense, at the The result was most satisfactory. The patient

feet of the Jennerian priesthood , and suggests a bad a quiet night's rest (the inoculation was per

remedy. He says : formed in the evening ) , and awoke with cool skin

“ The people of the nineteenth century are and much refreshed . The improvement has con

holding up to admiration as a beneficent inven tinued ever since, and with increased health and

tion something which is simply a delusion . Vac- | recovered appetite Gérard has developed an

cination is compulsory here ; doctors go through intense hatred of all spirituous and fermented

the mills and vaccinate all the helps, even though I liquor. Whereas it was formerly impossible to
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keep him from drinking the very polish in the VACCINATION OF EMIGRANTS .
workshop, it is now found impossible to get him |MR. J. N . LOUGHBOROUGH writes from Battle
to take spirits or wine in any shape whatever, his | Creek , Michigan :
disgust at all alcoholic beverages is so complete. “ Our steamer, City of Rome, left Liverpool
Other patients have been treated in the same

Oct. 10 , 1833. No move was made until we
way, the artificially-induced attack of Sitinia were on the outer banks of Newfoundland , when
(for so M . Pasteur names the disease produced the emigrants were notified as to vaccination ,
by the inoculation of cultivated Dipsomania

causing some stir amongst them . One man
germs) having invariably left an intense abhor

exhibited his right arm , which was paralysed as
rence of alcohol in every form . the result of vaccination , and remarked, ' I

think I have had about enough of it.' They told

him to keep quiet,' and went on huddling the

GUISBOROUGH . - -Mr. Wm . Dewing baving been
steerage passengers down into one of the lower

cruelly prosecuted and fined for refusing to have
rooms. I went to the head of one of tbe stair

his child vaccinated, it was resolved to hold a ways to watch the performance. The operator,

assisted by one of the stewards, set to work .public meeting, to which Mr. Alexander Wheeler.
of Darlington , was invited . The meeting came off | An arm was bared and scratched with the lancet,

on April 16, in the Theatre, which was filled with which, without being wiped, was dipped into the
an attentive audience. Mr. Wheeler made a vaccine matter, then plunged into ar other arm ,

rousing speech , and carried all before him . A dis and so on alternately . Of course ,when a thousand

cussion followed , and resolutions against compul- passengers have to be vaccinated, there is no time

sory vaccination were carried by large majorities, for ceremony ; and perhaps they thought, being

copies of wbich were directed to be sent to Mr. only steerage passengers, it did not matter how
Gladstone and Sir Charles Dilke. A petition to they were treated . I turned from the scene of
Parliament for the repeal of the compulsory Acts indiscriminate diseasing to scatter more of your

was also signed and transmitted to Mr. Gay C . anti-vaccination literature amongst the passengers
Dawnay, M .P ., for presentation . Mr. Dawnay, in

on board, and resolved to do all I could to expose
acknowledging its receipt, says, “ I shall of

the mischievous delusion."
course present the petition , but I cannot support

its prayer.” Wesuppose it was scarcely expected

that he would, but those who would succeed must NEWS FROM ROCK ISLAND , ILLINOIS .
knock at most unlikely doors.

At the monthly meeting of the City Council of

BIRMINGHAM SMALL-Pox. - The published cases Rock Island , held March 3 , 1881, Alderman

of small-pox are 1,090 for Birmingham Hospital, Bennett introduced the following :

and 134 for Chester-street Hospital, a total of | An ordinance to amend an ordinance relating
1 ,224 . As usual the arrangement of these into to Health Commissioner

vaccinated and unvaccinated is attempted , but is Be it ordained by the City Council of the City
by no means final. This arrangement is made of Rock Island ,that that portion of an ordinance

from the appearance of the arm of persons suffer- entitled, “ An ordinance creating the office of

ing from small-pox. Dividing them thus, the worst Commissioner of Health , defining bis powers and
cases are ofnecessity classed unvaccinated ,whether duties, and fixing his compensation ," passed May 1,
vaccinated or not. If this is borne in mind, it is 1882, providing for compulsory vaccination , is

a little surprising that of 1,224 small.pox patients, hereby repealed .

1,048 are classed vaccinated, or 85 per cent. of the Alderman Bennett said that the Health
cases. The percentage of Birmingham births wbich Ordinance, sec. 12, now authorises the health
are vaccinated is 86 . Therefore the liability was

just what the vaccination is, namely , as many
office to compel every man , woman , and child ,

hospital patients as vaccinated births, within 1
whether willing or not, to be vaccinated on a

per cent. There remain the deaths. Of 100 deaths,
moment's notice, or be fined not less than 3 dols.

58 are called unvaccinated , and 42 vaccinated . nor more than 25 dols., or go to gaol if the fine is

But there is no positive certainty that the 58 were not paid ; and repeats the penalty as often as tbey

unvaccinated . I have rarely come across so much refuse to be poisoned . What he and others de
reticence as has been shown in this Birmingham sired, was to leave the matter optional with the

experience. I have not spared pains to get at the people , whether they would submit to be poisoned

condition of the eruption in these cases, but have or not.

failed . In every hospital where the experience | Alderman Whitman claimed that all respect
has been plainly told , the fatality follows the able and intelligent people support compulsory

eruption , and not the vaccine marks. A single vaccination, which is only opposed by “ know

instance will stand for all with slight variations. I nothings, nobodies, and ignorant people ."

Homerton Hospital, 1876 -7 , gives of mild small Alderman Bennett replied at lengih in an able

pox, 499 vaccinated cases and 2 deaths ; unvac

cinated 22 cases and no deaths. Severe small-pox,
speecb, quoting eminent European authorities

255 vaccinated cases and 70 deaths ; 99 unvac
| who were opposed both to vaccination and to its

compulsion , amongst others Herbert Spencer,
cinated cases and 60 deaths. The malignant cases

Professor F . W . Newman , Dr.George Gregory ,were 30 vaccinated and 10 unvaccinated , all of
whom died . Here we have the scientific classi

Dr. J. Mackenzie , Rektor P . A . Siljeström , Sir

fication by the eruption . Any other is misleading. Thomas Chambers,and many others ,and fortified

This shows the uselessness of vaccination beyond bis arguments with official statistics relative to

the power of words to enforce. The rite would England , Scotland, Ireland, France, and Chicago,

fall into disrepute if this experience was published, proving that vaccination had failed to stamp out

and if places like Birmingham would but be fair. small-pox . On a vote being taken , seven voted

- ALEX. WHEELER . for compulsion, and six against.
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Alderman Hall abstained from voting . disclosed the fact that the Army Surgeon
A change of one vote would have turned the was retained in the service. The mischievous

scale , and perhaps have sared some from a life of consequences attending the operation were mini
disease and misery . Such a defeat is no disgrace . mised out of all likeness to the exact details
The opponents of quackery, tyranny, and legal of the medical examination described by Dr.
poisoning are not discouraged. They intend to Berthrand and Dr. Desjardins ; also the descrip
infuse new blood into the Council, and try again . tions of M .Marchal, M . Fonvielle, and other eye
In the meantime, let us hope that somewho heard witnesses, whose testimonies I hold . The result
Alderman Bennett will entertain better views of ing fatalities (amounting , according to evidence

personal rights , and join the ranks of liberty and in possession of the editor of Le Petit Colon, to
medical freedom . 50 per cent.) were absolutely denied. I may here

It is encouraging to note that the Rock Islander be permitted to observe that on quitting the
of March 15th , edited by Mr. J. B . Danforth , Hôpital du Dey, the day prerious, one of the
devoted two columns to a report of the debate. military officers who was aware of the object of

WM. YOUNG . my visit, referring to the tragic occurrence, said ,

“ It was a bad affair ; it has been bad for us in

the army, and bad for vaccination, and, in my
ALGIERS. - INVACCINATION OF opinion , you will not be permitted to obtain the

SYPHILIS . facts."

NR. WILLIAM TERB writes from Algiers : - A

visit to this city has enabled me to investigate the
facts concerning one of the many sad disasters VACCINATION IN 1825 - 26 .

attending enforced vaccination . About three [ Among our papers we find the following letter
years ago, fifty- eight young recruits were vacci from Dr. Allnatt , of Cheltenham , published in the
nated at Algiers, and the whole were found to Times during the excitement consequent upon the
have been infected with a loathsome malady. Norwich Inquiry, September, 1882. ]
The brief telegraphic reports in the English and It is lamentable to read in the daily newspapers
French newspapers created a painful impression accounts of the mortality of children from the
and anxiety to learn the circumstances attending effects of vaccination . In the days of my novi
the disaster. Five times questions on the subject tiate , when a student in London , Dr. Walker, a
were submitted in Parliament, and information

genuine philanthropist, belonging to the Society
was requested of the French Government through

of Friends, as an appointed public vaccinator, had
Lord Lyons, but without result. On October 27, | established in the Westminster district a dispen
1882, Nr. Dodson, then President of the Local sary for the gratuitous supply of healthy lymph ,
Government Board, apparently determined to get and for the instruction of young practitioners in
rid of a scandal injurious to vaccination , gave a the mode of its employment. In 1825 -6 I was
categorical denial in the House of Commons to the one of his pupils, and bad a district assigned to
sinister reports. I therefore felt it my duty to me embracing an area around Grosvenor- square.
callupon all who were personally acquainted with Thus I became tolerably well schooled in the
the circumstances, and have now in my possession practice of that period , which was very simple
numerous detailed reports from eye-witnesses, and very efficacious.
both lay and medical, together with the names and Each man of our little army was provided with
regimental numbers of the unfortunate victims. a lancet, and instructed “ to dip the point into
The Chief Surgeon-Major in the Army of Algiers the fresh lymph, and insert it tenderly, without
at the Military Hospital, to whom I had a letter drawing blood , under the cutis of tbe forearm ,
of introduction , was not much disposed to help and protect the wound with a slight compress.”
me, as he said the matter was one that only Where the instructions were obeyed I do not
concerned the army, with which the public bad think a case failed. The pustule rose in due
nothing to do . Military regulations, moreorer, course, matured , and in ninety -nine cases out of
placed it out of his power to furnish the required

a hundred no serious constitutional disturbance
details. If, however, he added , I would obtain

followed .
an authorisation from the General in command , But the case is altered now . Some of the vac
he would be happy to place all the facts of the cipators use real instruments of torture. Ivory
case atmy disposal. I then wrote to the General points are driven into the flesh , and wounds
in command , explaining the object of my re ensue which become erysipelatous, and in the de
searches, and received a courteous request to call licate constitutions of weakly children fatal. In
at the General's quarters next morning . Staff performing the operation the old , wise maxim of

ColonelGoursand received me, and said he would former days was, “ Never draw blood .”

give me the facts in brief, and proceeded to R . H . ALLNATT, M . D .
read from a written summary with which he had
been supplied . The fifty -eight recruits of the 4th

This letter shows what fashions Vaccination has

Regiment of Zouaves, he said , were vaccinated at
passed through - the prevalent mode being for the

the Hôpital du Dey, on the 30th December,
time accounted effective. The vaccination Dr.

1880, according to the Army Regulations, by
Allnatt extols would at this day be considered little
better than none at all, or worse, as conferring a

Assistant-Surgeon-Major Cervelle , who unfor sense of false security. A single puncture in 1825
tunately mistook syphilitic for vaccine pustules. was supposed to accomplish once for all the
The vaccinifer was a Spanish child , having every miracle for which four or five punctures are now
external indication of robust health . The in - | deemed essential, with repetition at intervals of
fected soldiers had received their discharge. Some life , and whenever small-pox happens to be
further information, in reply to my questions, epidemic . Wemay add that Dr. Walker was a
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famous vaccinator, and was held in honour by is so great that I shall wound them deeply in

all who could recognise sterling worth under speaking thus of him . Perhaps there is no one

eccentricity , if not fanaticism . Jenner was Wal. | who, in acting against him ," etc.

ker's jealous adversary, and his persistent slan J . Craigen.
derer was Jenner's henchman and bully, John

[ The report was copied from the Halifax news
Ring . paper. Correct reporting is either a lost art or

nerer existed . - ED. ]

MR. TEBB AND MR. WHITE.
BLACKBURN . — The anti-vaccinators of Blackburn

In the Homeopathic World for April we find the
are experiencing the penalties which attend an

following notices : open violation of the law . The guardians of the

“ COMPULSORY VACCINATION IN ENGLAND. Blackburn Union bave ordered that the second

" This is a telling exposé of someof the terrible batch of one hundred summonses against persons

things that are laid at the door of vaccination .win the door of vaccination . | refusing to have their children vaccinated be

That they are true for the most part is beyond issued . The prosecution under such circumstances

becomes in the eyes of the victims persecution .
question . If we allow for a little colouring ' on
the part of some of Mr. Tebb 's informants , and

The question of vaccination is one which deserves

the serious consideration of all parents.
for a few errors of statement, the picture drawn

If

doctors were unanimously in favour of the system
still remains hellish in its bideousness . Here we

then there would be some reason in denouncing
are, Pasteur on one side and Tebb on the other the notions of anti-vaccinators as purely chimeri
look on this picture and on that ! ” cal, but when we find that the weight of evidence

" SIR LYON PLAYFAIR TAKEN TO PIECES AND | is not all on the side of vaccination those who are

DISPOSED OF : LIKEWISE SIR CHARLES DILKE. opposed to it deserve at the least to have their

" This is a very clear dissection of the speeches opinions respected . The question is one which

more and more comes to the front, and the
delivered in the House of Commons, on June 19,

genuineness of the convictions of those who submit
1883, in defence of Compulsory Vaccination , by

to be prosecuted timeafter time is attested by that
the above-named gentlemen. Whatever may be

fact alone. The anti-vaccinators are battering
said for vaccination per se , compulsory vaccination

against long odds, but they display much of that
is wrong in principle and rotten in practice, and

heroism which has characterised movements gene
we therefore welcome anytbing that sball help to rally recognised as much more sacredly poble.
alter the law and bring it into harmony with the Blackburn Standard , March 29.

private aswell as the public conscience. MR. MAKUNA AND MR. TEBB. - When Balak called

“ Aslovers of law and liberty, we hope at the | upon Balaam to curse Jacob and to defy Israel, he

next general election to hear ringing from the was no doubt equally surprised and chagrined on

hustings the cry , “ Down with compulsory vacci hearing the prophet pronounce a flowery and com

nation." Personally, we shall vote for the anti forting blessing upon the chosen people . Some.

compulsory vaccination man , whatever his poli thing of the same kind of astonishmentmust have

tical creed may be regarding the all-importance recently been experienced by the Committee

of the Buncumbe Tramway Bill. If compulsory
organised by Mr. Makuna , late Medical Superin

vaccination , why not compulsory prayer-meetings,
tendent of the Fulham Small-pox Hospital. This

Committee was formed to elicit the opinion of
or compulsory clean shirts ?

“ Mr. White's book is clever, racy, and conclu
members of the medical profession on the subject

of vaccination . Part One of the Transactions
sive, and is a clinched nail in the coffin of compul

was published a short time ago , and the tabulated
sory vaccination . Anti-vaccinists ought to know

results of the 384 sets of answers have been mer
by this time that they will never convince the

cilessly eviscerated in these columns by Mr. Tebb
conceited infallible owners and editors of medical - than whom no one is better qualified to perform

journals, and that they will also never get fair that operation . Needless to say his conclusions
play from them or free discussion in their pages. have been unchallenged . We now understand that

So our advice to all anti- vaccinists is to make it instead of the practically unanimous chorus of

simply a question of political liberty, and carry it praise in honour of the goddess Vaccinia , as was

to the hustings. probably expected and hoped for by the Com

“ Our oft-expressed opinion is that vaccination mitttee, the results have proved to them so dis

does offer a relative protection against small- pox, heartening and unsatisfactory that the sale of

but its dangers are so great that, regarded as a Part I. is stopped ; that Part II. will not be per

matter of insurance, the premium is too bigb ." mitted to see the light ; and that the Committee is

virtually dissolved . Those who have read Mr.

Tebb's letters in these columns, analysing Part I.
MISS CRAIGEN AND MR. STANSFELD.

of the “ transactions," will not be surprised at this

Will you kindly correct the ridiculous and in - action of the Committee. Nor will our readers be
correct report of a passage in my speech at surprised to learn that the great medical and

Halifax ? I am made to say : other journals igpore this pregnant fact. The

" Mr. Stansfeld is a man I havo a great respect
usual conspiracy of silence on the part of most of

our public instructors, obtains in this , as in so
for. I have personal ties close and tender with

him ,” etc .
many other instances, “ in order ” - -the term has

become classic — " to shield vaccination from re .
This is absurd. I have not even the honour of

| proach .” When the anti-vaccinists have tardily
personally knowing Mr. Stansfeld otherwise than won their battle the same “ public instructors,"

asmy leader in a great cause. What I did say as heretofore, will probably discover with singular

was: celerity, that the opponents of compulsion cham

“ I have personal ties close and tender with pioned a great fact, an important truth, and so on

many dear friends whose respect for Mr. Stansfeld ' and so forth . - North Western Gazette , April 12 .
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I think that syphilitic contamination by vaccine lymph is
by no means an unusual occurrence,and that it is very generally
overlooked because people do not know either when or where
to look for it . I think that a large proportion of the cases of

apparently inherited syphilisare in reality vaccinal ; and that
now itself until the age of

from eight to ten years, by which time the relation between

cause and effect is apt to be lost sight of. - R . BRUDENELL
CARTER, F . R . C . S .

I have received most touching letters from all quarters,
complaining of the grievous sorrow and suffering inflicted
on families through the Vaccination Acts . - SIR THOMAS
CHAMBERS, M . P .

I can readily sympathise with, and even applaud, a father
who, with the presumed dread and misgiving in his mind , is

willing to submit to multiplied judicial penalties rather than

expose his child to the risk of an infection so ghastly . -- SIR
THOMAS WATSON , M . D .
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I am strongly opposed to Compulsory Vaccination . - .

HERBERT SPENCER

Address of the London Society for The Abolition of Compulsory Vaccination.

MALL-POX is a member of the group ' neglect its salvation . Even nurses in small

of diseases described as zymotic, which pox-hospitals, it is said , when efficiently

originate in unwholesome conditions of life, ! vaccinated and re-vaccinated , live unaffected

and in common are diminished and pre - in the variolous atmosphere. Therefore, they

vented by the reduction and removal of hold that to compare an unvaccinated

those conditions. person to a nuisance, as is frequently done,

In times when the laws of health were is to make use of an epithet that implicitly

imperfectly understood, it was believed that denies the virtue asserted for Vacci

by poisoning the blood with the virus of nation , a nuisance being a voluntary

small-pox, or cowpox, a future attack danger or annoyance which another can

of small-pox might be escaped. While not conveniently avoid . They also hold

many kindred medical practices have been that to establish any medical prescrip

discredited and forgotten , Vaccination, en tion , and to create interests identified

dowed by the State, has survived, and with that prescription , is to erect a bar

has entered into legislation , and is enforced to improvement ; for it is obvious that

with fine and imprisonment. It is in vain any novelty in the treatment of small-pox

for Nonconformists to plead that they do must, in the constitution of human nature ,

not believe that Vaccination has any power meet with resistance from those whose

to prevent or to mitigate small-pox , or that emoluments are vested in the established

it is attended by the risk of communicating practice.

foul diseases. They are told they may The LONDON SOCIETY, therefore, claims to

believe what they like, but that vaccinated enlist the energies, not only of those who

they must be, for the benefit of the rite is resist Vaccination as useless and mischie

settled beyond dispute , and that only fools vous, but also of those who, true to their

and fanatics venture to question what has faith in liberty , would leave its acceptance

been irrevocably determined. to the discretion of the individual. In

It is to attack and overthrow this mon the controversy into which they enter, they

strous tyranny that the LONDON SOCIETY propose to employ all the familiar agencies

has been established. The members desire wherewith in England revolutions are

to enlighten the public mind as to the effected in the public mind and in Par

history of Vaccination, as to its injury in liament ; and they appeal with confidence

communicating and intensifying other for the sympathy and support of their

diseases, and as to the failure of the com countrymen. The Vaccination Acts under

pulsory law to stamp out or even diminish which they suffer have not been enacted

the ravages of small-pox. Many too, whilst with the full cognizance of the nation, but

disinclined to discuss Vaccination as a have been forced through indifferent Par

medical question, or to surrender confidence liaments by the persistency of medical

in its prophylaxy, are opposed to its com faction. The members of the Society are

pulsory infliction . They maintain that confident that, as soon as the truth about

every remedy should be left to justify itself Vaccination is fully known and appreciated,

by its own efficacy, and that of all prescrip - the freedom they contend for will be con

tions the last which requires extraneous ceded without fear, and that posterity will

assistance is Vaccination ; for its repute is view with amazement the outrage upon

based on the fact that its subjects are secure | human right and reason that is at present

from small-pox, and in that security may committed under the shadow of English

abide indifferent to those who choose to | liberty.

The law which inflicts penalty after penalty on a parent who

is unwilling to have his child vaccinated is monstrous, and ought

to be repealed . - The Right Hon. John Bright, M . P .
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